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Introduction
Although interference is intrinsically a classical-wave phenomenon, the superpo-
sition principle which underlies interference is at the heart of quantum physics.
Feynman referred to interference as really “the only mystery” of quantum
physics [FLS63]. Clearly interference confronts us with some basic questions
of the interpretation of quantum physics. Despite its long history, going back
to Thomas Young at the beginning of the 19th century, quantum optical in-
terference still challenges our understanding. With the development of ex-
perimental techniques for fast and sensitive measurements of light, it has be-
come possible to carry out many of the gedankenexperiments whose inter-
pretations were widely debated in the course of the development of quantum
physics [Whe84, SD82, SEW91, Per00]. The present thesis contains the experi-
mental realization of three different gedankenexperiments: a non-local quantum
eraser, two-photon Hong-Ou-Mandel interference under Einstein locality condi-
tions and delayed-choice entanglement swapping.
The purpose of this thesis is to experimentally demonstrate some of the
counter-intuitive features of quantum physics via various quantum phenom-
ena. They dramatically underscore the different conceptions of space and time
between classical and quantum physics. Such eyebrow-raising features of space
and time in quantum physics have been described “as one of the most intriguing
effects in quantum mechanics” [AZ05].
The “spooky action at a distance” (in Einstein’s words) of an entangled sys-
tem is illustrated in a striking way by Scully et al.’s quantum eraser [SD82,
SEW91], in which one can choose whether or not to erase which-path informa-
tion of one particle by performing suitable measurements on another particle
entangled with it. Since quantum mechanics is indifferent to the spatial and
temporal order of measurements on entangled particles, this choice can be arbi-
trarily delayed and spatially separated with respect to the interfering event of
the first particle (see Chapter 3).
Wheeler illustrated the complementarity principle with single-photon interfer-
ence in a delayed-choice gedankenexperiment [Whe84]. In contrast with single-
photon interference (second-order interference), which has a classical analogue,
two-photon Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference (fourth-order interference)
stems from the bosonic nature of the photons and the unitary transformation
of a beam splitter. As stressed by Mandel “this prediction has no classical ana-
logue, and its confirmation would represent an interesting test of the quantum
theory of the electromagnetic field” [Man83, Man99]. The realization of the
two-photon HOM interference experiment under Einstein locality conditions
(i.e. the relevant events are relativistically space-like separated) significantly
extends Wheeler’s delayed-choice gedankenexperiment’s concept (see 4.2).
In quantum physics, present events can affect how we interpret the data
obtained in the past. This phenomenon is illustrated in Peres’ delayed-choice
entanglement-swapping gedankenexperiment [Per00], where one chooses whether
or not to entangle two particles after they have been detected and don’t even
exist anymore. The results show that the temporal order of the choice and
the measurement events in such an experiment is irrelevant, as predicted by
quantum physics (see 4.3).
The important features of the experiments presented in this thesis are: (1)
High-speed electro-optical modulators controlled by a quantum random number
generator, which together allow us to implement fast and random measurements
of the photons. (2) The spatial and temporal relations of various events, which
may be illustrated in space-time diagrams, are appropriately arranged to show
non-classical and counter-intuitive features of quantum physics.
Xiao-song Ma, May 14th, 2010
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Outline
This thesis is organized in the following way: In Chapter 1, I introduce a number
of basic concepts and definitions. Although such an introduction can also be
found in other works or even in textbooks, I would like to present them for
completeness and as a reference of this thesis.
Wheeler’s ingenious design of a delayed-choice gedankenexperiment elegantly
illustrates the “spooky” nature of quantum physics. Naturally, it has drawn
the attentions of other physicists and there have been a number of extensions of
theoretical proposals (including the delayed-choice quantum eraser and delayed-
choice entanglement swapping) and experimental demonstrations. In Chapter 2
I will review a selection of prior works, which directly relate to this thesis.
On one hand, this should provide an introduction to the concept of delayed-
choice and the motivation for my work. On the other hand, it is intended to
differentiate the earlier demonstrations from the work presented in this thesis.
In Chapter 3, I report an experimental realization of a non-local quantum
eraser. Firstly, the notion of hybrid entanglement is introduced and I show an
experimental demonstration of hybrid entanglement between the polarization of
a photon and the path of its twin. Then, by using this hybrid entanglement, we
realize a non-local quantum eraser under Einstein locality conditions (i.e. under
relativistic space-like separation) through an optical fibre link of 50 m and a
free-space link of 144 km. We show that the decision whether or not to erase
which-path information is decided by the space-like separated complementary
polarization measurements of its distant twin photon. Moreover, a comple-
mentarity inequality is measured and fitted well the predictions of quantum
mechanics even under Einstein locality conditions. Strictly guaranteeing the
locality condition, our experiment represents the first conclusive demonstration
of the quantum eraser concept.
A high-speed tunable beam splitter, whose reflectivity can be tuned from 0
to 1 rapidly, is employed in the experiments of two-photon Hong-Ou-Mandel
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interference under Einstein locality conditions and delayed-choice entanglement
swapping. We design, implement and characterize such a high-speed tunable
beam splitter, as shown in Section 4.1. Using it and appropriate arrange-
ments of spatial and temporal separations of the relevant events, we realize the
two-photon HOM interference experiment under Einstein locality conditions, as
shown in Section 4.2.
In Section 4.3, I report an ideal realization of Peres’ delayed-choice entanglement-
swapping gedankenexperiment, where two independent photons are first mea-
sured, and after the measurements we create entanglement between them via
entanglement swapping with a high-speed bipartite state analyzer, which is
adapted from the above mentioned tunable beam splitter. The choice between
creating entanglement or not is made by a quantum random number generator,
and the choice event is delayed until after the measurements.
The conclusion of and outlook for the presented work is given in Chapter 5.
In Chapter A.1 of the appendix, I discuss spontaneous parametric down con-
version in detail. This includes the properties of the nonlinear crystal, phase
matching conditions and walk-off compensation. Detailed information about
the electro-optical modulators is presented in Chapter A.2 of the appendix.
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1. The basics of quantum optics and
quantum information.
In this chapter, I introduce the basic terminology used within this thesis and
give a short overview of the relevant principles of quantum optics and quantum
information. I begin by introducing the qubit and the superposition principle as-
sociated to it. One of the most counter-intuitive phenomena in quantum physics,
wave-particle duality, will be described as an example of the complementarity
principle. Then, entanglement between two particles and Bell’s inequality will
be introduced. At last, I discuss several quantum communication protocols, in-
cluding quantum state teleportation and entanglement swapping. An excellent
overview of quantum information and quantum computation is given in Ref.
[NC00].
1.1. Qubits, superposition, wave-particle duality
and complementarity.
1.1.1. Qubits and superposition
The classical bit, the fundamental element of classical computation, is defined to
be either 0 or 1. A quantum bit or qubit, is the quantum analogue of the classical
bit. However, unlike a classical bit, a qubit can be in a superposition of the states
of |0〉 and |1〉, where the states |0〉 and |1〉 are the computational basis states and
form an orthonormal basis. The state of a qubit can be represented as a vector
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in a two-dimensional Hilbert space and any normalized linear combination of
them is, according to the superposition principle, a valid pure quantum state.
This superposition, |Q〉, can be written as:
|Q〉 = α|0〉+ β|1〉, (1.1)
where α, β are complex numbers and |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. When we measure a qubit
in its computational basis, we obtain a probabilistic result, either ‘0’ or ‘1’,
with the probabilities of |α|2 and |β|2 respectively. This is different from the
measurement of a classical pure bit, where the outcome is deterministic.
The qubit |Q〉 has been realized physically utilizing different degrees of free-
dom (DOF) of many different particles and systems. For instance, qubits can be
encoded in the internal energy states of a single atom, or the spin directions of
an electron in a quantum dot. In this thesis, I mainly focus on qubits encoded
in the polarization and path DOF of photons. For a polarization qubit, I assign
|0〉 = |H〉
|1〉 = |V 〉, (1.2)
where |H〉 and |V 〉 are quantum states of photons with horizontal and vertical
polarizations respectively. Therefore, a polarization-encoded qubit |Q〉 can be
represented as:
|Q〉 = α|0〉+ β|1〉 = α|H〉+ β|V 〉. (1.3)
The Hilbert space of one qubit can be represented graphically by the so-called
Bloch sphere. There is a one-to-one mapping between the Bloch sphere and the
Poincare´ sphere, which is widely used in polarimetry. A pure qubit state may
be rewritten as:
|Q〉 = cos θ
2
|H〉+ eiϕ sin θ
2
|V 〉, (1.4)
where θ and ϕ are the angles of the three-dimensional polar coordinate system
shown in Figure 1.1. In Table 1.1, I list the mapping from the qubit states to
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polarization states and their Jones matrix representations.
H
V
L

 R


Q
Figure 1.1.: Bloch sphere of a polarization qubit. A pure qubit state, as in
Equation 1.4, is a point on the surface of the Bloch sphere. |H〉 and |V 〉 lie on
the poles of the sphere while |+〉 and |−〉, and |L〉 and |R〉 (refer to Table 1.1)
are located on the equatorial plane. These states lie on the mutually orthogonal
axes. θ and ϕ uniquely define a point on the surface of the Bloch sphere.
In order to manipulate and measure polarization-encoded qubits, one can
use a half-wave plate (HWP), a quarter-wave plate (QWP) and a polarizing
beam splitter (PBS). The unitary operation of a HWP oriented along θ can be
represented as:
UHWP (θ) =
(
− cos 2θ − sin 2θ
− sin 2θ cos 2θ
)
. (1.5)
The operation of a QWP oriented along θ can be represented as:
UQWP (θ) =
(
1− (1 + i) cos2 θ −(1 + i) sin θ cos θ
−(1 + i) sin θ cos θ 1− (1 + i) sin2 θ
)
. (1.6)
A PBS is a device which transmits horizontally polarized light and reflects
3
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Qubit State Polarization State Jones Matrix Polarization Name
|0〉 |H〉
(
1
0
)
Horizontal Linear
|1〉 |V 〉
(
0
1
)
Vertical Linear
1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉) 1√
2
(|H〉+ |V 〉) = |+〉 1√
2
(
1
1
)
+45◦ Linear
1√
2
(|0〉 − |1〉) 1√
2
(|H〉 − |V 〉) = |−〉 1√
2
(
1
−1
)
−45◦ Linear
1√
2
(|0〉+ i|1〉) 1√
2
(|H〉+ i|V 〉) = |L〉 1√
2
(
1
i
)
Left-handed Circular
1√
2
(|0〉 − i|1〉) 1√
2
(|H〉 − i|V 〉) = |R〉 1√
2
(
1
−i
)
Right-handed Circular
Table 1.1.: A list of some qubit states that correspond to polarization states
of photons and their Jones Matrix representation. These states will be used
throughout this thesis.
vertically polarized light. The combination of a PBS, a HWP and a QWP is
able to measure the polarization state of a photon in an arbitrary basis.
Path or spatial mode of a photon can also be used to encode quantum in-
formation when only two possible states exist. This forms a qubit, commonly
called a path qubit. A general path qubit can be represented as:
|Q〉 = α|a〉+ β|b〉, (1.7)
where |a〉 and |b〉 are the orthogonal path states. Beam splitters and phase
shifters are two essential elements used to manipulate path states. A 50 : 50
(BS) beam splitter is equivalent to a Hadamard gate for a path qubit. In general,
4
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the operation of a 50 : 50 BS can be represented as:
|a〉 BS−→
|a〉+ eiχ|b〉√
2
|b〉 BS−→
|b〉+ ei(pi−χ)|a〉√
2
, (1.8)
where χ = pi2 for a symmetric beam splitter [Zei81]. A phase shifter (PS) on
spatial mode |a〉 can be represented as:
|a〉 PS−→ e
iφ|a〉,
|b〉 PS−→ |b〉, (1.9)
where φ is the amount of the phase shift.
1.1.2. Complementarity and wave-particle duality
Complementarity is one of the fundamental principles of quantum physics. We
say that two observables are complementary if precise knowledge of one of them
implies that all possible outcomes of measuring the other one are equally proba-
ble. Practically speaking, no matter how the system is prepared, there is always
a measurement whose outcome is completely unpredictable [SEW91].
One classic example used to illustrate the complementarity principle is the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with a single quantum as input. The single
quantum propagates through a MZI, which is composed of two beam splitters
(BS1 and BS2), two mirrors (M1 and M2), and one phase shifter (PS) on path b’.
There are two experimental configurations: with BS2 inserted at the output or
without BS2, as shown in Figure 1.2A and B respectively. For the configuration
in Figure 1.2A, the state evolution of the single quantum in the MZI can be
derived as following:
5
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BS1
B
a’
b’
b’’
a’’
a
M2
M1
PS
D2
D1
BS1
BS2
a’
b’
b’’
a’’
a
M2
M1
PS
D2
D1A
Figure 1.2.: A single quantum propagates through a Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometer, which is composed of two beam splitters (BS1 and BS2), two mirrors
(M1 and M2), and one phase shifter (PS) on path b’. With the setup in A,
one can observe phase-dependent oppositely-modulated sinusoidal interference
fringes from the counts detected by D1 and D2. See text for details. This re-
veals the wave nature of the single quantum. On the contrary, with the setup
in B, where BS2 is removed, one can obtain phase-independent counts detected
by D1 and D2.
|a〉 BS1−−→
1√
2
(|a′〉+ i|b′〉)
PS−→
1√
2
(|a′〉+ ieiφ|b′〉)
BS2−−→ sin
φ
2
ei(
pi−φ
2 )|a′′〉+ cos φ
2
e
iφ
2 |b′′〉. (1.10)
Therefore, the probabilities of this particle to be detected by D1 placed on path
a” and D2 on path b” are respectively:
P (D1) = sin2
φ
2
P (D2) = cos2
φ
2
. (1.11)
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These phase-dependent oppositely-modulated sinusoidal interference fringes de-
tected by D1 and D2 are the signatures of the wave nature of the single particle.
This is because which-path information of the quantum (i.e. the information of
through which path the quantum propagates) has been erased, made available
by inserting BS2.
For the configuration shown in Figure 1.2B, the state evolution of the single
particle can be derived as following:
|a〉 BS1−−→
1√
2
(|a′〉+ i|b′〉)
PS−→
1√
2
(|a′〉+ ieiφ|b′〉). (1.12)
Therefore the probabilities of this particle detected by D1 and D2 in this con-
figuration are respectively:
P (D1) =
1
2
P (D2) =
1
2
. (1.13)
These phase-independent constant detection probabilities of D1 and D2 are the
consequence of revealing which-path information, made available by removing
BS2.
Therefore, on one hand, the superposition of two probability amplitudes for
different but indistinguishable processes, leads to interference patterns. On the
other hand, distinguishability of these processes reduces the interference visi-
bility. Hence, complementary measurements allow us to demonstrate mutually
exclusive properties of a single quantum.
These facts have been confirmed by previous experiments with single pho-
tons [Cla74, GRA86, BZKW03], neutrons [ZGS+88, Zei99], and even large
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molecules [ANVA+99]. I will discuss the details in Chapter 3.
1.2. Entanglement and Bell’s inequality.
Entanglement [Sch35] is a unique property of quantum systems, where the quan-
tum state of a multipartite system cannot be represented as a product state of
individual parts, i.e. the multipartite quantum state cannot be factorized. Phys-
ically, this means that the correlations of the overall system are well defined,
but the properties of the individual particles are not. This counter-intuitive
feature of quantum physics is at the heart of one of the famous debates between
Einstein [EPR35] and Bohr [Boh35]. After many years Bell developed the so-
called Bell’s inequality [Bel64], which shows a quantitative difference between
predictions for the correlations of a bipartite entangled state given by quantum
physics and by local realistic theories. Two important assumptions of local re-
alistic theories are as follows. (1) Realism: if the outcome of a measurement can
be predicted with a probability equal to unity, there must exist a corresponding
element of reality. (2) Locality: if two systems no longer interact, no real change
can take place in the second system in consequence of anything that may be
done to the first system [EPR35, Bel64]. While local realistic theories predict
the bound of Bell’s inequality to be 2, quantum physics predicts the bound of
Bell’s inequality to be 2
√
2.
Later on, Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Holt derived the CHSH inequality,
which is an experimentally realizable version of Bell’s inequality [CHSH69].
They also proposed a scheme to test Bell’s inequality with polarization-entangled
photon pairs. The CHSH inequality has the form of:
S = |E(a, b)− E(a, b′)|+ |E(a′, b) + E(a′, b′)| ≤ 2. (1.14)
The correlation function E(a, b) of particles 1 and 2 measured with the respec-
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tive settings of a and b is defined as:
E(a, b) =
C(a, b) + C(a⊥, b⊥)− C(a⊥, b)− C(a, b⊥)
C(a, b) + C(a⊥, b⊥) + C(a⊥, b) + C(a, b⊥)
, (1.15)
where C(a, b), C(a⊥, b⊥), C(a⊥, b), and C(a, b⊥) are the coincidence counts of
particles 1 and 2 with the respective settings of a and b, a⊥ and b⊥, a⊥ and
b, and a and b⊥. Note that a⊥ and b⊥ are the orthogonal settings of a and b,
respectively.
I will introduce Bell states and show how a Bell state falsifies local realism
via a violation of the CHSH inequality. The four Bell states are:
|Ψ−〉 = 1√
2
(|01〉 − |10〉), (1.16)
|Ψ+〉 = 1√
2
(|01〉+ |10〉), (1.17)
|Φ−〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉 − |11〉), (1.18)
|Φ+〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉+ |11〉). (1.19)
Quantum physics predicts the correlation function for the entangled state |Ψ−〉,
shown in Equation 1.17, to be E(a, b) = − cos 2(a− b). For the settings a, a′ =
0◦, 45◦ and b, b′ = 22.5◦, 67.5◦, a maximal violation of the CHSH inequality can
be obtained as:
S = | − cos(−45◦) + cos(−135◦)|+ | − cos(45◦)− cos(−45◦)| = 2
√
2. (1.20)
Alternatively, if two particles are in |Ψ+〉, their correlation function isE(a, b) =
− cos 2(a+ b). With the same settings of |Ψ−〉, a maximal violation of the CHSH
inequality can also be obtained as:
S = | − cos(45◦) + cos(135◦)|+ | − cos(135◦)− cos(−135◦)| = 2
√
2. (1.21)
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Hence the value of S predicted by quantum physics clearly violates the limit of
2, given by local realistic theories.
Many experiments based on polarization-entangled photons have been per-
formed that verified the predictions of quantum physics [FC72, ADR82, WJS+98].
Besides using the polarization of photons, there have been theoretical proposals
to test Bell’s inequality with other degrees of freedom, e.g. using the momen-
tum [HZ85, HSZ89, ZP88] or the emission time [Fra89] of entangled photon
pairs. The experimental violation of Bell’s inequality based on the momen-
tum and phase was demonstrated by Rarity and Tapster [RT90], while time-
bin entanglement has been employed in fiber-based quantum cryptography and
communication [GRTZ02]. In Chapter 3.1.1, I introduce a new type of entangle-
ment, hybrid entanglement, where a pair of photons are entangled in different
degrees of freedom.
Practically, there arise some imperfections in the preparation of Bell states.
Therefore, the experimentally measured state, ρ, will be different from the ex-
pected Bell state, |Ψ〉. State fidelity, F (Ψ, ρ), is a parameter used to measure
the difference between ρ and |Ψ〉 [JWPZ02]. It is defined as:
F (Ψ, ρ) = 〈Ψ|ρ|Ψ〉. (1.22)
For the singlet |Ψ−〉, we assume the experimentally measured state to be: ρ =
V |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−| + (1 − V )Iˆ/4, where Iˆ is the identity operator. This state is a
Werner state [Wer89] and the white noise degrades the state fidelity. Note that
the visibility, V , is defined as V = (Cmax − Cmin)/(Cmax + Cmin), where Cmax
and Cmin are the maximum and minimum coincidence counts. One can thus
connect the state fidelity F (|Ψ−〉, ρ) and the visibility V (average of all three
mutually unbiased bases) in the following form:
F (|Ψ−〉, ρ) = 3
4
V +
1
4
. (1.23)
One can also connect the state fidelity to the so-called entanglement witness
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operator W via
Tr(ρW) = 1
2
− F (|Ψ−〉, ρ). (1.24)
When the expectation value of the entanglement witness operator is negative,
the measured state is entangled [ZGW+06]. This is a sufficient condition for
proving entanglement.
1.3. Quantum communication protocols
1.3.1. No-cloning theorem for qubits
The security of quantum cryptography stems from the so-called no-cloning theo-
rem. It also prevents us from using classical teleportation to faithfully transmit
a qubit. The no-cloning theorem, first given by Wooters and Zurek [WZ82],
states that a single qubit in an unknown state cannot be copied onto a different
qubit while leaving the original qubit undisturbed. To prove the no-cloning
theorem, imagine we have a copy machine, which can copy the state of an input
qubit to a separate blank qubit without disturbing the original qubit. This
operation can be written as:
|0〉|0〉 → |0〉|0〉 (1.25)
|1〉|0〉 → |1〉|1〉 (1.26)
If the input qubit is in a superposition state 1√
2
(|0〉+|1〉) then this copy machine
will produce the following output because of the linearity of quantum physics:
1√
2
(
|0〉+ |1〉
)
|0〉 → 1√
2
(
|0〉|0〉+ |1〉|1〉
)
(1.27)
11
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However, the desired output of a copy machine should rather be:
1√
2
(
|0〉+ |1〉
)
|0〉 → 1√
2
(
|0〉+ |1〉
) 1√
2
(
|0〉+ |1〉
)
(1.28)
=
1
2
(
|0〉|0〉+ |0〉|1〉+ |1〉|0〉+ |1〉|1〉
)
(1.29)
which is different from expression (1.27). Therefore a quantum cloning machine
cannot exist.
1.3.2. Quantum state teleportation and entanglement
swapping
Quantum state teleportation (QST) was proposed by Bennett et al. in 1993
[BBC+93]. It circumvents the no-cloning theorem and teleports the quantum
state of a qubit with a unity fidelity by using an entanglement channel (EPR
channel) and a classical channel.
Input State
Alice Bob
Classical Channel
Quantum Channel
Output State
BSM UT
EPR Source
1
2 3
Figure 1.3.: Scheme of quantum state teleportation. The task is to teleport
the input state of photon 1 from Alice to Bob by using entangled photons 2 and
3 from a quantum channel, and a classical channel. Alice performs a Bell-state
measurement (BSM) on photons 1 and 2 and then sends her result to Bob via
the classical channel. Bob can finally convert photon 3 into a perfect copy of
photon 1 via a unitary transformation (UT) based on the classical information.
The scheme of quantum state teleportation is shown in Figure 1.3. Alice
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wants to teleport an arbitrary and unknown input state,
|χ〉1 = α|0〉1 + β|1〉1, (1.30)
of photon 1 to Bob. They share a pair of photons, 2 and 3, which are in the
maximally entangled state |ψ−〉23. This is one of the four Bell states that I
introduced earlier. So the overall state of the three photons is:
|Ψ〉123 = |χ〉1 ⊗ |ψ−〉23. (1.31)
The state of the three photons can be written by expressing photons 1 and 2 in
the basis of Bell states:
|Ψ〉123 = |χ〉1 ⊗ |ψ−〉23
=
1
2
[|φ+〉12 (−β|0〉3 + α|1〉3) + |φ−〉12 (β|0〉3 + α|1〉3)
+ |ψ+〉12 (−α|0〉3 + β|1〉3) + |ψ−〉12 (−α|0〉3 − β|1〉3)
]
. (1.32)
Alice projects photons 1 and 2 into the Bell states basis, i.e. perform a Bell-
state measurement (BSM) on photons 1 and 2. She then obtains one of the four
Bell states, each with equal probability of 14 . Depending on which Bell state she
obtained, photon 3 will be in one of the following states (according to Equation
1.32):
|ψ−〉12 ⇒ α|0〉3 + β|1〉3 = I3|χ〉3
|ψ+〉12 ⇒ α|0〉3 − β|1〉3 = σ(z)3 |χ〉3
|φ−〉12 ⇒ β|0〉3 + α|1〉3 = σ(x)3 |χ〉3
|φ+〉12 ⇒ β|0〉3 − α|1〉3 = −iσ(y)3 |χ〉3.
(1.33)
Hence the quantum state of photon 3 is equivalent to that of photon 1 up to
13
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one of the four local unitary transformations (UT):
I =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, σ(z) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, σ(x) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, −iσ(y) =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
.
(1.34)
Alice can tell Bob which Bell state she obtained via the classical channel and
then Bob can perform one of the four unitary transformations to photon 3.
After this correction, Bob receives the identical copy of photon 1, i.e. QST is
completed.
One remarkable feature of QST is that the quantum state of the teleported
qubit does not have to be well defined. It can be entangled with other particles.
An example of this is the so-called entanglement swapping [ZZHE93]. The
scheme used for entanglement swapping is shown in Figure 1.4. Suppose that we
have two pairs of entangled photons, 1&2 and 3&4, which are produced from two
different sources, EPR source I and II. One can establish entanglement between
photons 1 and 4 via a BSM on photons 2 and 3, although photons 1 and 4
never interact nor share any common past. The procedure is as follows: Victor
performs a BSM on photons 2 and 3 with his Bell-state analyzer. Alice and Bob
perform polarization measurements on photons 1 and 4 and send the results to
Victor. Victor then divides and sorts Alice’s and Bob’s results into subsets
according to his results of the BSM , and checks each subset for entanglement.
Two polarization-entangled photon pairs of photons 1&2 and 3&4 are gener-
ated in the state:
|Ψ〉1234 = |Ψ−〉12|Ψ−〉34, (1.35)
Rewriting Equation 1.35 in the basis of Bell states of photons 2 and 3 leads to:
|Ψ〉1234 = 1
2
(|Ψ+〉14|Ψ+〉23−|Ψ−〉14|Ψ−〉23−|Φ+〉14|Φ+〉23+|Φ−〉14|Φ−〉23). (1.36)
If photons 2 and 3 are projected into the state |Φ−〉23, according to Equa-
14
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tion 1.36, photons 1 and 4 are projected into |Φ−〉14. Hence in this case the
entanglement between photons 1 & 2 and photons 3 & 4 can be swapped to
photons 2 & 3 and photons 1 & 4, with a probability of 0.25. Refer to Chap-
ter 4 for details of entanglement swapping.
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Figure 1.4.: Scheme for entanglement swapping. Two entangled pairs of pho-
tons 1&2, and 3&4 are generated from the EPR sources I and II respectively.
Photons 2 and 3 are sent to Victor who can project them into a Bell state with
his Bell-state analyzer. Alice and Bob perform polarization measurements on
photons 1 and 4. They record the results and send them to Victor. Victor then
sorts Alice’s and Bob’s results into subsets according to the results of his BSM,
and checks each subset for a violation of Bells inequality. This will show that
photons 1 and 4 became entangled although they never interacted in the past.
(Figure taken from [JWPZ02].)
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theory and previous realizations
In this chapter, I review three kinds of delayed-choice gedankenexperiments,
which include the delayed-choice wave-particle duality experiment proposed by
Wheeler [Whe84], the delayed-choice quantum eraser proposed by Scully et al.
[SD82] and the delayed-choice entanglement swapping proposed by Peres [Per00].
Some earlier realizations of these proposals will be summarized.
2.1. Wheeler’s delayed-choice gedankenexperiment
Wave-particle duality was one of the themes of the debates between Einstein
and Bohr. Until today, it is still under discussion among physicists, as well
as philosophers, and many interpretations have been proposed. The Copen-
hagen interpretation stands out from the others due to its consistency and
austerity. One of the essential ideas of the Copenhagen interpretation is that
the result of an experiment to test complementarity should depend on the ex-
perimental configuration; according to Bohr, rephrased by Wheeler: “No ele-
mentary phenomenon is a phenomenon until it is a registered (observed) phe-
nomenon” [Boh28, Whe84].
To translate this into a wave-particle duality experiment, imagine a setup
as shown in Figure 2.1A, where we have a Mach-Zehnder interferometer and
a single-photon wave packet as input. Depending on the choice made by the
observer, different properties of the single-photon wave packet can be demon-
17
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A
B
C
Figure 2.1.: Wheeler’s delayed-choice gedankenexperiment with a single pho-
ton wave packet in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. A. The output half-silvered
mirror (12s) of the interferometer can be inserted or removed at will. When it
is removed, as in B, the detectors allow one to determine which path has been
followed by the photon. When it is inserted, as in C, detection probabilities of
the two detectors depend on the length difference between the two arms. When
the difference is zero, only one detector will fire. The choice to insert or remove
the output half-silvered mirror is made only after the passage of the photon
through the input half-silvered mirror, so that the photon entering the inter-
ferometer “cannot know” which experimental configuration will be arranged at
the output. (Figure taken from p183 of [Whe84].)
strated, as shown in Section 1.1.2. If the observer chooses to demonstrate the
particle nature of the single-photon wave packet, he should remove the output
half-silvered mirror (12s), which acts as a beam splitter, as shown in Figure 2.1B.
Both detectors will fire with equal probabilities but not at the same time. As
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Wheeler pointed out, “[...] one counter goes off, or the other. Thus the photon
has traveled only one route” [Whe84].
On the other hand, if the observer chooses to demonstrate the wave nature
of the single-photon wave packet, he inserts the output half-silvered mirror (12s)
as shown in Figure 2.1C. In this experimental configuration, only the detector
on path 5 will fire and the other detector will never fire, if the path lengths
of the interferometer are equal. As Wheeler pointed out, “This is evidence of
interference . . . that each arriving light quantum has arrived by both routes”
[Whe84]. This shows that whether the single-photon wave packet travels one
route or both routes depends on whether the output half-silvered mirror is
removed or inserted. This is counter-intuitive as it seems that we could change
the propagation history of the single-photon wave packet just by changing the
setting of the experimental apparatus.
Furthermore, in order to rule out some naive interpretations of these phenom-
ena, Wheeler proposed a “delayed-choice” version of this experiment, in which
the choice of which property will be observed is made after the photon has
passed the first beam splitter. “Thus one decides the photon ‘shall have come
by one route or by both routes’ after it has already done its travel” [Whe84].
As show in Figure 2.2, in Wheeler’s “delayed-choice gedankenexperiment at
the cosmological scale” proposal [Whe84], he stated “When night comes and
the telescope is at last usable we leave the half-silvered mirror out or put it
in, according to our choice [...] we discover ‘by which route’ it came with one
arrangement; or by the other, what the relative phase is of the waves associated
with the passage of the photon from source to receptor ‘by both routes’–perhaps
50,000 light years apart as they pass the lensing galaxy G-1. But the photon
has already passed that galaxy billions of years before we made our decision”.
Given the distance between the quasar and the receptor (billions of light years),
the choice can be made long after the light’s entry into the interferometer, an
extreme case of the delayed-choice gedankenexperiment.
Moreover, inspired by Wheeler’s proposals, one could expect that even if the
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A B C
D
Figure 2.2.: Delayed-choice gedankenexperiment at the cosmological scale.
A. Due to the gravitational lens action of galaxy G-1, light generated from a
quasar has two possible paths to reach the receptor. This mimics the setup in
Figure 2.1. B. The receptor setup. Filters are used to increase the coherence
length of the light and thus allow us to perform the interference experiment.
A fiber optics delay loop is used to adjust the phase of the interferometer. C,
D. The choices to remove or insert the output half-silvered mirror, allow one
to measure which route the light traveled or what the relative phase of the two
routes was (thus it traveled both routes). Given the distance between the quasar
and the receptor (billions of light years), the choice can be made long after the
light’s entry into the interferometer, an extreme example of the delayed-choice
gedanken experiment. (Figure taken from p193 of [Whe84].)
choice is space-like separated from the photon’s entry into the interferometer,
the same result will be obtained. This shows the fact that the complementarity
principle is independent of the space-time arrangement of the above mentioned
events.
20
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2.2. Earlier realizations of Wheeler’s
delayed-choice gedankenexperiment
Following the proposal of Wheeler, there are several experimental demonstra-
tions. In this section, I review three experiments performed with photons.
Hellmuth, Walther, Zajonc, and Schleich
The layout of this delayed-choice experiment is shown in Figure 2.3A [HWZS87].
An attenuated picosecond laser (less than 0.2 photon per pulse) was used as the
light source for a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). Two 5 m (20 ns) glass
fibers were used to delay the input photon. The transit time of the photon
through the whole interferometer was about 24 ns. The combination of a Pockels
cell (PC) and a polarizer (POL) was placed in the upper arm of the MZI as a
PC shutter. When a half-wave voltage was applied on the PC, the PC shutter
became closed. Hence the photon propagating in the upper arm would be
directed out from the MZI and one only obtained the interference pattern if
the PC shutter was open when the photon met it. The PC shutter was kept
closed when there was no input photon. The photons were detected with two
photomultipliers (PM1 and PM2). In Figure 2.3B, the time diagram of the
delayed-choice mode is illustrated. In the laboratory reference frame, the input
photon meets Beam splitter 1 first and then is kept in the fiber for 20 ns.
During the photon propagating in the fiber, the PC shutter opens after 4 ns
PC rise time and is kept open until after the photon meets Beam splitter 2.
Then the photon exits from the fibers, and meets the opened shutter and Beam
splitter 2. Therefore, in this case, opening of PC shutter is delayed until after
the input photon meets Beam splitter 1 and is well inside of the interferometer.
With this experimental arrangement, the delayed-choice condition was fulfilled
because the photon’s entry into MZI lies in the past light cone of opening the
PC shutter.
In Figure 2.3C, the time diagram of the normal mode is illustrated. In the
laboratory reference frame, the PC shutter is open first and is kept open until
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Figure 2.3.: The delayed-choice experiment realized in Walther’s group. A:
The layout of the setup. An attenuated picosecond laser was used as the light
source for a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). Two 5 m “Glass fibers” were
used as optical delays (20ns each) for the photon. The transit time of the
photon through the whole interferometer was about 24 ns. The combination
of a Pockels cell (PC) and a polarizer (POL) was placed in the upper arm of
the MZI as a PC shutter. With this configuration, one could only obtain the
interference pattern if the PC shutter was open when the photon met it. The
photons were detected with two photomultipliers (PM1 and PM2). B: Time
diagram of the delayed-choice mode. In the laboratory reference frame, the
input photon meets Beam splitter 1 first and then is kept in the fiber for 20 ns.
During the photon’s propagation through the fiber, the PC shutter is open after
4 ns PC rise time and is kept open until after the photon meets Beam splitter 2.
Then the photon exits from the fibers, and meets the opened shutter and Beam
splitter 2. Therefore, in this case, opening of PC shutter is delayed until after
the input photon meets Beam splitter 1 and is well inside of the interferometer.
With this experimental arrangement, the delayed-choice condition was fulfilled.
C: Time diagram of the normal mode. In the laboratory reference frame, the
PC shutter is open first and is kept open until after the photon meets Beam
splitter 2. Then the input photon meets Beam splitter 1 and is kept in the
fiber for 20 ns. Later the photon exits from the fibers, and meets the shutter
and Beam splitter 2. Therefore, in this case, opening of PC shutter is earlier
than the input photon meeting Beam splitter 1. Hence, contrary to the delayed-
choice mode, this experimental configuration corresponds to the normal-choice
mode. (Figure A taken from [HWZS87].)
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after the photon meets Beam splitter 2. Then the input photon meets Beam
splitter 1 and is kept in the fiber for 20 ns. Later the photon exits from the
fibers, and meets the shutter and then Beam splitter 2. Therefore, in this case,
opening of PC shutter is earlier than the input photon meeting Beam splitter 1.
Hence, contrary to the delayed-choice mode, this experimental configuration
corresponds to the normal-choice mode.
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Figure 2.4.: The experimental results of the delayed-choice experiment realized
in Walther’s group. A and B: Comparison of interference patterns for normal
mode (dots) and delayed-choice mode (crosses). Complementary interference
fringes were recorded by photomultipliers 1 (PM 1) and 2 (PM 2), respectively.
C and D: Ratio of the counts of normal and delayed-choice modes on PM 1 and
PM 2, respectively. Quantum physics predicts the ratios to be unity. (Figure
taken from [HWZS87].)
Having the delayed-choice and normal operating modes in mind, the authors
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alternated experimental arrangement from the normal mode (open the PC shut-
ter before the photon passing through Beam Splitter 1) to the delayed-choice
mode (open the PC shutter after the light passing through Beam Splitter 1) for
each successive light pulse, while kept all the other experimental configurations
to be the same, e.g. the phase of MZI. The corresponding results are presented
in Figure 2.4A (detected by PM 1) and B (detected by PM 2).
A more quantitative comparison between the data for delayed-choice and
normal modes was obtained by taking the ratio of the corresponding counts.
These ratios for PM 1 and PM 2 are shown in Figure 2.4C and D and yield a
mean value 1.00± 0.02 and 0.99± 0.02, respectively. This is in agreement with
quantum physics, which predicts the ratio to be unity.
This experiment was a pioneering work in the realization of Wheeler’s gedanken-
experiment, although true single photons were not used and space-like separa-
tion between the choice and the photon passing through Beam splitter 1 was
not achieved.
Baldzuhn, Mohler, and Martienssen
The layout of the setup of the delayed-choice experiment performed in Mar-
tienssen’s group [BMM89] is shown in Figure 2.5A. The light source was a
heralded single-photon source from spontaneous parametric down conversion
(SPDC) and thus it met the requirement of using a single-particle quantum
state. The detection signal of one photon (trigger photon) was used to trigger
a Pockels cell (P) in a Sagnac interferometer through which the other (signal)
photon propagated.
As shown in Figure 2.5B and C, the signal photon passed through P first
and then I (reference point) in the clockwise path. On the other hand, the
signal photon met I first and then P in the counter-clockwise path, shown in
Figure 2.5D and E. Therefore, if the Pockels cell is off during the photon’s
propagation through the whole interferometer, the polarization of signal photon
will not be rotated and remain the same for both paths. If the Pockels cell
is on during the photon propagating through the whole interferometer, the
24
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Figure 2.5.: The delayed-choice experiment realized in Martienssen’s group.
A: The layout of the setup. A heralded single-photon from spontaneous para-
metric down conversion was used as the photon source. The detection signals
of one photon were used to trigger a Pockels cell (P) in a Sagnac interferometer
through which the other photon propagated. The Pockels cell could rotate the
polarization of the photon passing though it if one applied voltage to it. With
this experimental configuration, one could choose to detect photon’s particle-
like behavior or wave-like behavior by using the Pockels cell. See text for details.
B Schematic diagram of the photon propagating through the clockwise path.
The photon meets beam splitter (BS), Pockels cell (P), reference point (I), mir-
rors (M) and BS again, sequentially. The unfolded diagram is shown in C,
illustrating that the photon meets P first and then I. D Schematic diagram of
the photon propagating through the counter-clockwise path. The photon meets
beam splitter (BS), mirrors (M), reference point (I), Pockels cell (P), and BS
again, sequentially. The unfolded diagram is shown in E, illustrating that the
photon meets I first and then P. (Figure A taken from [BMM89].)
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polarization of signal photon will also not be rotated and remain the same for
both paths. But if the Pockels cell is switched on at the time when the signal
photon arrives at I (the reference point) and is kept on until after the photon
meets beam splitter again, no interference will be observed. This is because
that the polarization of the clockwise path will remain, but polarization of the
clockwise path will be rotated. This introduces distinguishability between two
paths and hence destroys interference.
A B
Figure 2.6.: The delayed-choice experiment realized in Martienssen’s group.
A: If the Pockels cell was continuously on or off, one observed an interfer-
ence pattern. But if it was switched on at the reference point (I), indicated
in Figure 2.5, no interference showed up, as illustrated in B (Figure taken
from [BMM89].)
The experimental results are presented in Figure 2.6. If the Pockels cell was
continuously on or off, one observed an interference pattern (Figure 2.6A). This
corresponds to the wave-like behavior of the photon. On the other hand, if
the Pockels cell was switched on at the time when photon passed through the
reference point (I), one couldn’t observed any interference pattern (Figure 2.6B).
This corresponds to the particle-like behavior of the photon.
To introduce the delayed-choice aspect into this experiment, the signal photon
was delayed by an optical fiber (F), one could vary the time of the application
of the voltage on the Pockels cell via electronic delays. This allowed for demon-
strating a delayed-choice experiment with time-like separation. Space-like sep-
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aration between the choice of the performed measurement and the entering of
the photon into the interferometer was not been fulfilled in this experiment.
Jacques, Wu, Grosshans, Treussart, Grangier, Aspect and Roch
Recently, two important requirements of Wheeler’s delayed-choice gedanken-
experiment, namely, use of a single-particle quantum state and space-like sep-
aration between the choice of the performed measurement and the entering
of the particle into the interferometer, have been fulfilled simultaneously. In
[JWG+07, JWG+08] NV color centers in diamonds were used as a single-photon
source. As shown in Figure 2.7A, a 48-meter-long polarization interferometer
and a fast electro-optical modulator (EOM) controlled by a quantum random
number generator (QRNG) were used to fulfill the relativistic space-like sep-
aration requirement. The space-time diagram of this experiment is shown in
Figure 2.7B. The measurement applied to photon “n” was synchronized on clock
pulse “n-1 ” which triggered the emission of photon “n-1 ”. The sequence for the
measurement applied to photon “n” constituted three steps. First, the binary
random number (in blue), which determines the interferometer configuration,
was generated by the QRNG simultaneously with the trigger of single photon
“n” emission. Then, this binary random number (equal to 0 for photon “n”)
drove the EOM voltage between V = 0 and V = Vpi within 40 ns, as shown in
the Figure 2.7B in red. Finally, the single-photon pulse was detected at the out-
puts by D1 or D2, after its time of flight τinterf in the interferometer. The blue
zone, in Figure 2.7B, represents the future light cone of the choice. The event of
“entering of photon ‘n’ into the interferometer” was space-like separated from
the choice. If the EOM was on with voltage of V = Vpi, one erased the polar-
ization distinguishability of the two paths and thus could observe interference
pattern, as shown in Figure 2.7C. But if the EOM was switched off, due to the
polarization distinguishability of the two path, no interference showed up, as
shown in Figure 2.7D.
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A
B
C D
Figure 2.7.: The delayed-choice experiment realized in Roch’s group. A: The
layout of the setup. Single photons generated from NV color centers in dia-
mond were used as the input. A 48-meter-long polarization interferometer and
a fast electro-optical modulator (EOM), controlled by a quantum random num-
ber generator (QRNG), were used to fulfil the relativistic space-like separation
condition. The space-time diagram is shown in B. The choice was space-like
separated from the entry of the photon into the interferometer. If the EOM
was on, one erased the polarization distinguishability of the two paths and thus
could observe interference pattern, as shown in C. But if the EOM was switched
off, due to the polarization distinguishability of the two path, no interference
showed up, as illustrated in D. (Figure taken from [JWG+07].)
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2.3. Delayed-choice quantum eraser
Heisenberg and von Weizsa¨cker
Image plane
Focal Plane
Electron Source
Position
Measurement
Momentum
Measurement
?
Screen
Figure 2.8.: Heisenberg microscope gedankenexperiment. The photon and the
electron are correlated in momentum and in position. Different measurements
on the photon, whether to observe it in the focal or image plane, allow choosing
whether to exactly determine the momentum or the position of the electron.
When the position of the electron is determined, one can not observe any inter-
ference pattern on the screen. When the electron’s momentum is determined,
one can observe interference. See text for details. (Figure taken from [Dop98].)
The Heisenberg microscope gedankenexperiment is an experiment whose pur-
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pose is to measure the position of an electron with high resolution [Hei27]. Due
to the wave nature of light, there is a limitation on how close two regions can be
seen as two minimally spaced distinguishable separate regions. This limitation
is the so-called diffraction limit and the distance between two regions is of the
order of the wavelength of light. Therefore, the purpose of this gedankenexperi-
ment is equivalent to distinguish the region (or slit in the language of double-slit
experiment) through which the electron propagates, as shown in Figure 2.8.
If the electron is assumed to be initially stationary, its momentum is ex-
actly zero. To observe where the electron is, one of the incident photons from
left must hit the electron and then be scattered into the microscope. When
the photon hits the electron, it transfers momentum to the electron. Due to
the conservation of momentum, the momentums of the photon and the elec-
tron are correlated. The sum of their momentums is constant and equals to
the initial momentum of the photon. Basing on the concept of the Heisenberg
microscope [Hei27], von Weizsa¨cker [Wei31, Wei41] discussed the gedankenex-
periment in detail. The photon and the electron are not only correlated in
momentum but also in position. As shown in Figure 2.8, there are two extreme
situations:
• We can obtain the exact momentums of the photon and the electron but
no information whatsoever about their positions. Experimentally, if the
photon is detected in the focal plane of the objective of the microscope,
we obtain the full momentum information of the photon and no position
information. Due to the correlation of the momentums of the electron and
the photon, we also obtain the full momentum information and no posi-
tion information of the electron itself. Hence, on the screen for detecting
electron, one can obtain interference pattern after integration.
• On the other hand, if we detect the photon in the image plane, we obtain
the full position information of the photon and no momentum information.
Because of the position-correlation of the electron and the photon, we also
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obtain the full position information and no momentum information of the
electron. Hence, on the screen for detecting electron, one can’t obtain
interference pattern.
In between these two cases, there is a trade-off of the information we can obtain
about the position and momentum of the electron via the measurement of the
photon, as restricted by the uncertainty relation.
Scully and Dru¨hl
Figure 2.9.: The delayed-choice quantum eraser proposed by Scully and Dru¨hl
in [SD82]. In A, two two-level atoms are initially in the state b. The incident
pulse l1 excites one of the two atoms to state a from where it decays to state b,
emitting a γ photon. Because the final states of both atoms are identical, one
can observe the interference of the photons. In B, two atoms are initially in the
ground state c and one of them is excited by the pulse l1 to state a from where
it decays to state b. Because the final states of both atoms are different, one
can not observe the interference of the photons. In C a fourth level is added.
A pulse l2 excites the atom to state b’ from state b. The atom in the state b’
emits a γ photon and ends up in state c. If one can detect the φ photon in a
way that the which-path information is erased, interference can be recovered.
See text for details. (Figure taken from [AZ05].)
Scully et al. proposed the so-called quantum eraser [SD82, SEW91], in which
an entangled atom-photon system was studied. The authors considered the
scattering of light from two atoms located at sites 1 and 2 and analyzed three
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different cases:
1. Resonant light impinges on two two-level atoms (Figure 2.9A) located at
sites 1 and 2. One of the two atoms is excited to level a and emits a
γ photon. But we don’t know which atom contributed this γ photon,
because both atoms are finally in the state b after the emission of this γ
photon. Then we are able to obtain the interference of these photons at
the detector. This is an analog of Youngs double-slit experiment.
2. In the case where the atoms have three levels (Figure 2.9B), the driving
field excites the atoms from a ground state c to the excited state a. The
atom in state a can then emit a γ photon and end up in state b. There-
fore, the atom contributing the γ photon is in level b, whereas the other
atom remains in level c. Thus, this distinguishability of the atoms’ inter-
nal states provides us the which-path information of the photon and no
interference can be observed.
3. As shown in Figure 2.9C, imagine we drive the atom by another field l2
that takes the atom from level b to b’. Then a φ photon will be emitted at
the b’ to c transition and the atom ends up in level c. Now the final state
of both the atoms is c, and thus the atoms’ internal states can’t provide us
any which-path information. If one can detect the φ photon in a way that
the which-path information is erased, interference can be recovered. Note
that in this case, there are two photons: One is γ photon for interference;
The other one is φ photon, acting as a which-path information carrier.
As shown in Figure 2.10, Scully and Dru¨hl designed a device based on an
electro-optic shutter, a photon detector and two elliptical cavities to achieve the
above mentioned experimental configuration. A delayed-choice configuration
could be arranged in this experiment: one could choose to reveal or erase the
which-path information long after the γ photon had been generated.
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Figure 2.10.: Proposed delayed-choice quantum-eraser setup from [SD82]:
Laser pulses l1 and l2 incident on atoms at sites 1 and 2. Scattered photons
γ1 and γ2 are generated from a → b atomic transition. Decay of atoms from
b′ → c transition produces φ photon. This corresponds to the situation de-
picted in the inset. In order to operate this experiment in a delayed-choice
mode, two elliptical cavities and an electro-optical shutter are employed. Two
elliptical cavities reflect φ photon onto a common detector (φ DETECTOR).
Electro-optical shutter transmits φ photons only when switch is open. Choice of
open electro-optical shutter or not determines whether one can observe wave or
particle nature of γ photons and can be delayed with respect to the γ photons’
generations. (Figure taken from [SD82].)
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Scully, Englert and Walther
Figure 2.11.: Proposed quantum-eraser setup from [SEW91]: A detector wall,
separating two cavities for microwave photons, is sandwiched by two electro-
optic shutters. a: To open one and only one shutter will reveal which-path
information and destroy interference. To open both shutters will erase which-
path information and retrieve interference. b: The authors assumed that the
detector wall had unity quantum efficiency and could only be excited by the
symmetric photonic state |+〉12 = |10〉12+|01〉12√2 . Hence conditionally on the shut-
ters were open and only one photon was emitted from the atom, if the detector
was not excited, the photon was in the antisymmetric state |−〉12 = |10〉12−|01〉12√2 .
Since the internal energy state of the atom was entangled with photon number
state, the detections of the symmetric and antisymmetric photonic state gave
rise to the oppositely-modulating interference fringes (solid and dashed curves),
respectively. (Figure taken from [SEW91].)
In another proposal [SEW91] the interfering system is an atomic beam propa-
gating through two cavities coherently. The internal energy state of the atom is
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1√
2
(|e〉1 + |e〉2), where |e〉i denotes the excited state of the atom passing through
cavity i, as shown in Figure 2.11. Two cavities (cavity 1 and cavity 2), separated
with a photon detector wall, are used to trap photons emitted from the atoms.
At t0, the initial state of the atom and photon is |Φ(t0)〉ap = 1√2(|e〉1+|e〉2)|00〉12,
where |00〉12, |10〉12, and |01〉12 denote the photon number state with no photon
in both cavities, one photon in cavity 1 and no photon cavity 2, and no photon
in cavity 1 and one photon cavity 2, respectively. The atom can decay to the
ground state, |g〉, and emit one photon. At time t, conditional on the emission
of one and only one photon from the atom in one of the cavities, the state
becomes:
|Φ(t)〉ap = 1
2
((|g〉1 + |e〉2)|10〉12 + (|g〉2 + |e〉1)|01〉12). (2.1)
This can also be rewritten as:
|Φ(t)〉ap = 1
2
√
2
[(|g〉1 + |e〉1 + |g〉2 + |e〉2)|+〉12 + (|g〉1 − |e〉1 − |g〉2 + |e〉2)|−〉12],
(2.2)
where |+〉12 = |10〉12+|01〉12√2 and |−〉12 =
|10〉12−|01〉12√
2
. If one detects one photon
in cavity 1 and no photon in cavity 2 by only opening the shutter of cavity 1,
|10〉12, defined as measurement I, the atomic internal state would be:
|Φ(t)〉aI = |g〉1 + |e〉2√
2
. (2.3)
From Equation 2.3, upon measurement I, one acquires the which-path infor-
mation of the atom. Since the final internal states of the atom propagating
through cavity 1 and 2 are different, no interference shows up. If one detects a
superposition of the photon states, say |+〉12 by opening both shutters, defined
as measurement II+, the atomic internal state is:
|Φ(t)〉aII+ = 1
2
[(|g〉1 + |e〉1) + (|g〉2 + |e〉2)] ≡ 1√
2
(|u〉1 + |u〉2), (2.4)
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where |u〉1 = |g〉1+|e〉1√2 and |u〉2 =
|g〉2+|e〉2√
2
. Therefore, upon measurement II+,
because the final states of the atom propagating through cavity 1 and 2 are
identical, one can not in principle distinguish which cavity the atom propagated
through. Therefore, interference shows up again (solid curve in Figure 2.11b).
If one detects the antisymmetric state of the photon states, |−〉12 , the atomic
internal state is:
|Φ(t)〉aII- = 1
2
(|g〉1 − |e〉1 − |g〉2 + |e〉2) ≡ 1√
2
(|d〉1 − |d〉2), (2.5)
where |d〉1 = |g〉1−|e〉1√2 and |d〉2 =
|g〉2−|e〉2√
2
. Therefore, upon measurement II-, the
final states of the atom propagating through cavity 1 and 2 are also identical.
Again, one could not in principle distinguish which cavity the atom propagated
through and interference shows up (dashed curve in Figure 2.11b). Note that
there is a pi phase difference between measurements II+ and II-, which gives
rise to the oppositely-modulating interference fringes. A delayed-choice configu-
ration can be arranged in this experiment: one can choose to reveal or erase the
which-path information of the atoms (by performing measurement I or II on
the photon) after the atoms finishes the propagation through the two cavities.
2.4. An earlier delayed-choice quantum-eraser
experiment.
Several quantum-eraser experiments have been performed in the past [HKWZ95,
Zei99, ZWJA05, KYK+00, WTCPM02] which used photon pairs created from
SPDC. No which-path measurements need to be performed on the interfering
photon itself to destroy interference. Instead specific measurements of the other
photon can introduce distinguishability, which consequently destroys interfer-
ence. However, a suitable measurement can erase this distinguishability and
interference may be recovered. In the following, I discuss a quantum-eraser
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experiment with the delayed-choice configuration.
Kim, Yu, Kulik, Shih and Scully
In [KYK+00], a pair of entangled photons were used to mimic the entangled
atom-photon system proposed in [SEW91]. The layout of the experimental
setup is shown in Figure 2.12A. The photon pair could be generated either from
region A or region B of a BBO crystal via SPDC. Photon 1, simulating the
atom, propagating to the right was first focused by a lens and then detected by
D0. D0 was mounted on a step motor which could change the lateral position
of D0 allowing for scanning the interference pattern.
Photon 2, propagating to the left, passed through one or two of three beam
splitters. If the pair was generated in region A, photon 2 would propagate
through path a and meet beam splitter 1 (BS1). At BS1 it has a 50% chance
of being reflected or transmitted. If the pair was generated in region B, pho-
ton 2 would follow path b and meet beam splitter 2 (BS2), again with a 50%
chance of being reflected or transmitted. In the case that photon 2 transmitted
at either BS1 or BS2, it was detected by either detector D3 or D4. The detec-
tion of D3 or D4 provided the which-path information (path a or path b) for
photon 2, thus also providing the which-path information for photon 1 due to
the linear momentum entanglement of the photon pair. Therefore, there was
no interference, as shown in Figure 2.12B.
Given a reflection at both BS1 and BS2, photon 2 continued its path to meet
another 50:50 beam splitter BS3 and then was detected by either D1 or D2.
The detection by D1 or D2 erased the which-path information of photon 1 and
interference showed up (Figure 2.12B). The choice of observing interference or
not was made randomly by photon 2 by being either reflected or transmitted
at BS1 or BS2. This “delayed-choice” was about 7.7 ns after the detection of
photon 1. However, this choice was situated in the future light cone of both the
emission of the photon pair and the measurement event of photon 1. Therefore,
it is in principle conceivable that the emission event and photon 1’s measurement
event could influence the choice, which then only appears to be free or random.
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b
photon 2
photon 1
BS3
BS1
BS2
Figure 2.12.: The delayed-choice quantum-eraser experiment realized in Shih’s
group [KYK+00]. A. The experimental scheme. One and only one pair of
entangled photons was emitted from either region A or region B of a BBO crystal
via spontaneous parametric down conversion. These two emission processes are
coherent. Detections at D3 or D4 provided the which-path information and
detections at D1 or D2 erased the which-path information. B. Coincidence
counts between D0 and D3, as a function of the lateral position of the D0,
were shown. Absence of interference was demonstrated. C. Coincidence counts
between D0 and D1, D0 and D2 were plotted as a function of the lateral position
of the D0. Interference fringes were obtained. See text for details. (Figure taken
from [KYK+00].)
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Two particles in a quantum system can be in an entangled state, where the cor-
relations of the overall system are well defined but not the properties of the indi-
vidual particles [Sch35, EPR35], regardless of their spatial separation [UTSM+07]
and life time [FUH+09]. Peres raised the question of whether it is possible to
produce entanglement between two particles even after they do not exist any-
more [Per00]. Surprisingly, quantum mechanics allows this via entanglement
swapping [ZZHE93]. Two pairs of entangled particles, 1&2 and 3&4, are pro-
duced from two different sources. One can establish entanglement between
particles 1 and 4 via Bell-state measurement on particles 2 and 3, although
particles 1 and 4 never interact nor share any common past. Note that after
the entanglement swapping, particles 1&2 and 3&4 are no longer entangled,
following the monogamy of entanglement [CKW00].
Peres suggested another addition to an entanglement-swapping experiment
by combining it with the delayed-choice paradigm [Whe84]. He proposed that
the correlations of photons 1 and 4 can be defined even after they have been
detected via a later projection of photons 2 and 3 into an entangled state. This
leads to a seemingly paradoxical situation, that “entanglement is produced a
posteriori, after the entangled particles have been measured and may even no
longer exist” [Per00].
In [JWPZ02], a delayed-choice experiment was performed by including two 10
m optical fiber delays for both outputs of the Bell-state analyzer. Thus in this
case the detection of photons 2 and 3 was delayed by about 50 ns. Alice’s and
Bob’s detectors were located next to each other. The time travel of photons 1
and 4 from the source to these detectors was about 20 ns. Victor and Alice and
Bob were separated by about 2.5 m, corresponding to luminal traveling time of 8
ns between them. The space-time diagram for this is shown in Figure 2.14. The
observed fidelity of the entanglement state of photon 1 and photon 4 matches the
fidelity in the non-delayed case to within experimental error. Remarkably, this
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1 2 3 4
ALICE
Polarization
measurement
Switchable
Bell-state analyzer
VICTOR
EPR Source IIEPR Source I
optical delay
BOB
Polarization
measurement
Figure 2.13.: The concept of entanglement swapping with the delayed-
choice configuration. Photons 1 and 2 are generated from EPR source I in
a polarization-entangled state; photons 3 and 4 are generated from EPR source
II in the same entangled state. Firstly, Alice and Bob measure the polarization
states of photons 1 and 4 respectively. Photons 2 and 3 are delayed with optical
fibers and sent to Victor. Victor chooses to swap the entanglement or not with a
switchable Bell-state analyzer. If he choose to perform Bell-state measurement
on photons 2 and 3, photons 2 and 3 become entangled. Hence photons 1 and
4 are also entangled, although they have been previously measured and thus
already destroyed.
is the first attempt of the realization of delayed-choice entanglement swapping,
although a switchable Bell-state analyzer was not implemented.
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1
2 3
4
Figure 2.14.: Space-time diagram for delayed-choice entanglement-swapping
experiment reported in [JWPZ02]. (Figure taken from [BAZ05].)
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Figure 2.15.: Observed entangled state fidelity obtained via correlation mea-
surements between photons 1 and 4 in [JWPZ02]. φ0, φ3 are the settings of the
polarization analyzer for photon 1 and photon 4, and are always equal (φ0 = φ3).
The minimum fidelity, F , of 0.84 is well above the classical limit of 2/3 and also
above the limit of 0.79 necessary for violating Bell’s inequality (see Chapter 1).
Note that fidelity is related to the visibility via F = 34V +
1
4 . Therefore, F = 0.79
corresponds to V = 0.72. The square dots represent the fidelity for the case
that Alice’s, Bob’s and Victor’s detection events are space-like separated. The
circular dot is the fidelity for the case, that Victor’s detections are delayed by
50 ns with respect to Alice’s and Bob’s detections. That is Victor’s measure-
ment projects photon 1 and 4 into an entangled state, at a time after they have
already been registered. (Figure taken from [JWPZ02].)
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As reviewed in Chapter 2, Scully et al. proposed a so-called quantum eraser
with examples of atom-photon entangled states [SD82, SEW91]. The atom,
which is denoted as the “system”, is sent through a double slit. The photon,
which can be regarded as the “environment”, carries which-path information
of the atom. Scully et al. suggested: First, no atomic interference pattern will
be obtained if one ignores the detection events of the photon since the atom’s
path states are not in a coherent superposition due to the atom-photon entan-
glement. Second, and more importantly, when the photon is measured in a way
that reveals the which-path information of the atom, the atom does not show
interference. If, however, the photon is measured such that it cannot, not even
in principle, reveal the atom’s which-path information, the spatial coherence of
the atom can be retrieved and interference can be observed. These illustrate
another different example of the complementarity principle, in addition to the
wave-particle duality experiment. There is a trade-off between acquiring the
system’s which-path information or its interference pattern via complementary
measurements on the environment and not on the system itself.
With that in mind, and combining the delayed-choice paradigm with the
quantum eraser, Scully et al. further suggested that, since which-path informa-
tion of the atom was carried by the photon, the decision of whether to erase or
read out this information could be delayed until after the atom exit from the
cavities [SEW91]. Thus, this later detection of the photon “decides” whether
the atom interfered or not.
More dramatically, according to quantum physics, the quantum eraser will
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work even when the choice for the measurement of the photon (environment)
is delayed not only until after the atom (system) has passed the photon detec-
tor but even until after is has been detected. Moreover, it should also work
under enforced Einstein locality for the experimental configuration. The local-
ity condition imposes that if “two systems no longer interact, no real change
can take place in the second system in consequence of anything that may be
done to the first system” [EPR35]. Operationally, the erasure of which-path
information event has to be relativistically space-like separated from the mea-
surement of the interfering system event. This means that no subluminal or
luminal physical signal can travel from one event to the other and causally in-
fluence it. Locality is much stronger than the delayed-choice condition, as the
latter usually means that the erasure takes place in the future light cone of (i.e.
is time-like separated from) the measurement of the interfering system. Hence,
under the delayed-choice condition there could be a causal influence of the first
measurement event to the second. Under space-like separation (Einstein local-
ity), however, such an influence is impossible in any and all reference frames and
therefore would be a conclusive demonstration of the quantum eraser concept.
This seemingly counter-intuitive situation comes from the fact that in a bipar-
tite quantum state the observed correlations are independent of the space-time
arrangement of the measurements on the individual systems.
In this chapter, I firstly introduce a specific type of entanglement: hybrid
entanglement. This allows us to perform a quantum eraser experiment under
various space-time configurations. Secondly, I present a conclusive demonstra-
tion of the quantum eraser concept: a non-local quantum eraser.
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3.1.1. The proposal and theory.
Before presenting the non-local quantum eraser, we introduce a special type of
entanglement: hybrid entanglement. It is the entanglement between different
degrees of freedom (DOF) of a particle pair. Here we follow the proposal in
[ZZ91] and experimentally demonstrate the hybrid entanglement between the
polarization of one photon from a photon pair and the path (momentum) of
its twin. A hybrid entangled state cannot be factorized into states of individual
DOF. The defined joint properties are such that they link one DOF of one
particle with another DOF of the other particle, where those degrees of freedom
may even be defined in Hilbert spaces of different dimensionalities. For instance,
in a hybrid-entangled state of photon A and B, their polarization and linear
momentum are entangled as |Φ+hybrid〉 = 1√2(|b〉A |V 〉B + |a〉A |H〉B). |H〉 and |V 〉
denote the horizontal and vertical linearly polarized quantum states respectively,
and |a〉 and |b〉 denote two orthogonal momentum quantum states. While the
Hilbert space structure of quantum mechanics demands the existence of such
hybrid entangled states, they have not been realized experimentally until now.
We want to stress that hybrid entanglement is fundamentally different from the
so-called hyper-entanglement [BLPK05]. A hyper-entangled state is a tensor
product of states entangled in each individual DOF and there is no entanglement
between different DOF. For instance, in a hyper-entangled state of photon A and
B, |Φ+hyper〉 = 12(|H〉A |V 〉B+|V 〉A |H〉B)⊗(|a〉A |b〉B+|b〉A |a〉B), their polarization
states are entangled and their momentum states are also entangled, but there is
no entanglement between the polarization states of one photon and momentum
states of the other photon. In a hyper-entangled state of two particles joint
properties of the same DOF are well-defined but not individual properties. The
joint properties allow us to make predictions for experimental situations where
both particles are measured in one and the same degree of freedom. This is
fundamentally different from the hybrid entanglement as stated above.
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The entanglement between the polarization and the momentum degrees of
freedoms [BBDM+98, MWidZ00] as well as between the polarization and the
orbital angular momentum DOF [BWK08] of a single photon, and between the
spatial and spin DOF of a single neutron [HLB+03] has been demonstrated ex-
perimentally. The idea to convert the polarization entanglement to path entan-
glement of a photon pair was proposed [ZP88] and realized in [SPS+96]. There
have also been experimental realizations of two-photon four-qubit cluster states
with entanglement between both path and polarization [VPM+07, CLZ+07].
On the other hand, entanglement between the same degree of freedom of differ-
ent physical systems has also been realized. In many atom-photon experiments
entanglement has been demonstrated between the spin of the atom state and
the spin (i.e. polarization) of the photon [RBH01].
In the following section, we demonstrate hybrid entanglement of photon pairs
between two different degrees of freedom, namely path and polarization, via the
experimental violation of the CHSH inequality. In the case of the polarization
entanglement of a photon pair, the maximum violation of the CHSH inequality
is established with the polarizers oriented at (−22.5◦, 22.5◦) at Bob’s side and
(0◦, 45◦) at Alice’s side, while in the case of path entanglement it is established
with the phase shift at (−45◦, 45◦) at Bob’s side and (0◦, 90◦) at Alice’s side. In
order to maximally violate the CHSH inequality for the hybrid entanglement,
the polarizer at Bob’s side is oriented at the angles of (−22.5◦, 22.5◦) and the
phase shifter at Alice’s side is adjusted at the phase to (0◦, 90◦). This shows
the hybrid nature of our entangled photon pairs.
3.1.2. Experiment and results.
The scheme for the experiment is shown in Figure 3.1. Firstly, the polarization-
entangled state |Φ+〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉A |V 〉B+ |V 〉A |H〉B) [KMW+95] is created, where
A and B index the photons. We use a picosecond pulsed Nd:Vanadate laser
emitting light at the wavelength of 355 nm after frequency tripling (repetition
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rate of 76 MHz and average power of 200 mW) to pump a β-Barium-Borate
(BBO) crystal in a cross rings type-II phase-matching scheme of spontaneous
parametric down conversion SPDC [KMW+95]. Refer to the appendix for the
details of the generation of the polarization-entangled photon pairs.
Secondly, I will show how the quantum state |Φ+〉 evolved in the setup. A
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) transmits the horizontal and reflects the ver-
tical polarization state of photon A. Thus, this PBS acts as a deterministic
polarization-path converter. Two fiber polarization controllers (FPCs) are used
to rotate the orthogonal polarization states of photon A in path a and b (|H〉a
and |V 〉b ) to an identical one (|θ, γ〉a and |θ, γ〉b, where |θ, γ〉a = |θ, γ〉b =
cos θ |H〉+exp(iγ) sin θ |V 〉, thus eliminate the polarization distinguishability of
the two paths. From now on I will ignore the polarization of photon A and label
photon A with its path quantum states, where |a〉A ≡ |θ, γ〉a and |b〉A ≡ |θ, γ〉b.
Hence, the source creates the hybrid entangled state between the path of photon
A and the polarization of photon B:
|Φ+hybrid〉 =
1√
2
(|b〉A |V 〉B + |a〉A |H〉B), (3.1)
The superposition states of the two paths of photon A are varied and analyzed
by a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer, as shown in Figure 3.2. After a
phase scanner (PS) and a beam splitter (BS), the state becomes
|Φ+′hybrid〉 =
1
2
[(|d〉A + i |c〉A) |V 〉B + exp (iα)(|c〉A + i |d〉A) |H〉B]. (3.2)
Here, |c〉A and |d〉A are the spatial modes after the BS, as shown in Figure 3.1.
The hybrid entangled state can be further written in the desired polarization-
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Figure 3.1.: Experimental setup used for demonstrating the hybrid entan-
glement. Polarization-entangled photon pairs are generated in a Bell state
via spontaneous parametric down conversion. Spectral and spatial mode are
overlapped by using interference filters with 1 nm bandwidth centered around
710 nm and by collecting the entangled photon pairs into single-mode fibers
[KOW01] on both sides. In order to create the hybrid entangled state, as shown
in Equation (3.1), the source also consists of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS),
two fiber polarization controllers (FPCs) and an additional removable linear
polarizer (Pol1) (see main text for details). The photon in spatial mode A
is directed towards the interferometric path measurement setup. We combine
both paths on a single-mode fiber beam splitter (BS). The length of the whole
interferometer is about 2 m. We scan the phase by changing the position of
the PBS via a phase scanner (PS). The photon in spatial mode B is directed
towards the polarization measurement setup. This consists of a quarter-wave
plate (QWP2) and a linear polarizer (Pol2) with the transmission axis oriented
along angle φ. Together these allow projection of photon B into the desired
polarization states. Both photon A and photon B are detected by multi-mode
fiber coupled silicon avalanche photodiodes (Det 1, 2 and 3). Photon A is
analyzed in the superposition of the two path states along the vectors a1, a2
and their orthogonal directions on its Bloch sphere, as shown in the inset (A).
Photon B is projected into the polarization states along the vectors b1, b2 and
their orthogonal directions on its Bloch sphere, as shown in the inset (B). Note
that in the polarization measurements of photon B, there is only one detector
Det 3. Hence, in order to measure b1, b2 and their orthogonal directions, four
measurements corresponding to four different alignments of Pol2 are performed.
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PBS
PNP
BS
FPC
Input
Output
Figure 3.2.: Modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer used for analyzing the
path degree of freedom of the hybrid entangled photons. The polarization state
of input photon is converted to path state by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS)
and then the photon is coupled into a fiber beam splitter (BS). The PBS is
mounted on a piezo-nanopositioner (PNP), which scans the phase of the in-
terferometer. Two fiber polarization controllers (FPC) are used to eliminate
the polarization distinguishability. The output photon of the interferometer is
detected by two multi-mode fiber coupled APDs. The beam paths are shown
with red dashed lines.
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state basis of photon B:
|Φ+′′hybrid〉 =
1
2
(eiκ1
√
1 + sin (α + β) |c〉A |β〉B)
+ eiκ2
√
1− sin (α + β) |d〉A |β〉B
+ eiκ3
√
1− sin (α + β) |c〉A
∣∣β⊥〉
B
+ eiκ4
√
1 + sin (α + β) |d〉A
∣∣β⊥〉
B
). (3.3)
Here, |β〉B = 1√2(|H〉B + exp (iβ) |V 〉B) and
∣∣β⊥〉
B
= 1√
2
(|H〉B − exp (iβ) |V 〉B)
respectively, and κ1, κ2, κ3 and κ4 are the phases of the four different coincidence
terms which are not important in the present experiment.
On photon A’s side, we tune the local phase difference between the two path
quantum states (|a〉A and |b〉A), which corresponds to the phase α of the inter-
ferometer in Equation 3.3. Scanning this phase α with PS to (α1 ≡ 0◦, α2 ≡ 90◦,
α⊥1 ≡ 180◦, α⊥2 ≡ −90◦) and detecting the photon with Det 1 and Det 2 is like
projecting the path states of photon A into the states
|α1〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|b〉+ |a〉),
|α2〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|b〉+ i |a〉),
|α1〉⊥ ≡ 1√
2
(|b〉 − |a〉),
|α2〉⊥ ≡ 1√
2
(|b〉 − i |a〉). (3.4)
The relation between the position x of the PBS and the phase of the interfer-
ometer α is x = αλ2pi .
On photon B’s side, we can tune the phase between the two polarization
quantum states (|H〉B and |V 〉B), corresponding to phase β in Equation (3.3).
In order to project the polarization states of photon B into the desired states
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(shown in the inset (B) of Figure 3.1)
|β1〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉B +
1√
2
(1− i) |V 〉B),
|β2〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉B +
1√
2
(1 + i) |V 〉B),
|β1〉⊥ = 1√
2
(|H〉B +
1√
2
(−1 + i) |V 〉B),
|β2〉⊥ = 1√
2
(|H〉B +
1√
2
(−1− i) |V 〉B), (3.5)
we set QWP2 at −45◦ and rotate Pol2 such that β is equal to (β1 ≡ −45◦,
β2 ≡ 45◦, β⊥1 ≡ 135◦, β⊥2 ≡ −135◦), respectively. The relation between the
orientation angle of Pol2 and β is φ = −β2 .
Experimentally, we measure the correlation between photons A and B in three
steps.
Step (I): We inserted Pol1 oriented at 45◦ into the setup. Then the entangle-
ment is destroyed and photon A is in a coherent superposition of taking path a
(|a〉A) or path b (|b〉A). In Figure 3.3A, we show the single counts of Det 1 (red
square dots) and Det 2 (black circular dots). Two oppositely-modulated data
curves, as a function of the relative phase change of the two paths, enable us to
find the value of the local phase of the interferometer, α. We define α ≡ 2npi
(n is an integer) when Det 2 has maximum counts.
In Figure 3.3B, The coincidence counts of Det 1 with Det 3 (green square
dots) and Det 2 with Det 3 (blue circular dots) oscillate together with the
corresponding single counts. This is because the modulations of the single
counts detected by Det 1 and Det 2 respectively give rise to the modulations
of the coincidence counts between Det 1 and Det 3 and Det 2 and Det 3, given
that the single counts detected by Det 3 is constant.
Step (II): We remove Pol1 and measure the coincidence counts of Det 1 with
Det 3 and Det 2 with Det 3. From these coincidence counts we construct the
correlation coefficients to violate of Bell’s inequality. When we take out Pol1,
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Figure 3.3.: Experimental results for the hybrid entanglement. A. The single
counts of Det 1 (red square dots) and Det 2 (black circular dots) are fitted
with sinusoidal curves (red dash and black solid lines for Det 1 and Det 2
respectively) at the beginning and the end in order to calibrate the local phase
of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. B. The coincidence counts between Det 1
and Det 3 (green square dots) and Det 2 with Det 3 (blue circular dots) and
the corresponding sinusoidal fits (green dash and blue solid lines respectively).
They are used to construct the correlation coefficients in order to violate Bell’s
inequality. Alternating color shadings are designating the different settings of
Pol2. Three experimental steps discussed in the text are illustrated and the
actions of removing and reinserting Pol1 are identified with arrows. The error
bars represent statistical errors, which are ±1 standard deviations.
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there are two important features in the data shown in Figure 3.3.
First, the oscillations of single counts ceased, which can be explained by
Equation (3.3). For instance, one can calculate the probability amplitude for
|c〉A, which is a sum of two oppositely-modulated sinusoidal functions. Thus,
the single counts of Det 1 are insensitive to the phase change both “locally” (α)
and “nonlocally” (β). The same reasoning applies to the single counts of Det 2
as well.
Second, the coincidence counts behave differently relative to the single counts.
The coincidence counts oscillate as we are scanning the local phase (α) and the
oscillating amplitude increases. This is because we removed Pol1. More impor-
tantly, there is a phase jump between the oscillating curves of the coincidence
counts of the two cases with or without Pol1. For example, the coincidence
counts between Det 1 and Det 3 are proportional to the joint probability for
detecting photon A in path c (|c〉A) and detecting the polarization of photon
B along β, which is proportional to 1 + sinα with Pol1 and proportional to
1 + sin (α + β) without Pol1. Experimentally, as stated above, we first align
Pol2 at −22.5◦ and Pol1 at −45◦, which corresponds to a phase difference of
135◦. The measured value is 130◦. Then we scan the local phase continuously
and sequentially set the orientation angle of Pol2 to the following settings:
β2 = −22.5◦
β1 = 22.5
◦
β⊥2 = 67.5
◦
β⊥1 = 112.5
◦. (3.6)
These four different settings are designated by four alternated color shaded
regions in Figure 3.3B. Due to the reasons stated above, there are phase jumps
of the coincidence counts between the different settings of Pol2. The phase
jumps between the neighboring regions are expected to be 90◦, while 89.2◦,
92.4◦ and 86.8◦ were the measured values. These four regions of the data are
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sufficient to construct the correlation coefficients and to violate Bell’s inequality.
Note that this is an analogue of the elegant gedankenexperiment presented
in [Zei99] and its realization [Dop98]. The detection of photon B in the equa-
torial plane of the Bloch sphere (shown in Figure 1.1) will completely erase the
which-path information of photon A carried by photon B. Therefore, conditional
on the specific polarization measurement of photon B, we obtain interference
fringes when we scan the phase of photon A.
Step (III): After we get the coincidence data, we reinsert Pol1 to determine
the phase drift during the whole measurement cycle. We measure a 2.0◦ phase
difference on average. Without subtracting accidental coincidence counts, the
interference visibilities of the coincidence counts are above 96% for all four
settings. The wavelength of all the fits (including single counts and coincidence
counts) is fixed to 708.6 nm. The reason of observing the modulations of the
single counts of photon A as well as the coincidence counts is the same as stated
in step (I).
In Figure 3.3, we show the experimental data of the violation of Bell’s in-
equality between two different degrees of freedom. Given a setting pair (αi, βj),
which are the orientations of the vectors of the analyzers on the Bloch spheres
of photon A and B respectively, the correlation coefficients are defined as:
E(αi, βj) =
C(αi, βj) + C(α
⊥
i , β
⊥
j )− C(α⊥i , βj)− C(αi, β⊥j )
C(αi, βj) + C(α⊥i , β
⊥
j ) + C(α
⊥
i , βj) + C(αi, β
⊥
j )
, (3.7)
where C(αi, βj) and C(α
⊥
i , βj) (C(α
⊥
i , β
⊥
j ) and C(αi, β
⊥
j )) are the coincidence
counts of Det 1 with Det 3 and Det 2 with Det 3 respectively, given the local
phase of interferometer on photon A’s side is αi (α
⊥
i ) and the orientation of
polarizer on photon B’s side is such that β = βj (β
⊥
j ) with i, j = 1, 2. From
the state (3.3), it follows that E(αi, βj) = sin(αi + βj). If local realism is valid,
such correlation coefficients must satisfy the CHSH inequality:
S = −E(α1, β1) + E(α1, β2) + E(α2, β1) + E(α2, β2) ≤ 2 (3.8)
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Figure 3.4.: Four correlation functions of the CHSH inequality for the four
different settings. Operationally, the setting on Photon A side is given by the
position of the phase scanner x and on Photon B side it is the orientation of
the polarizer φ. This shows the hybrid nature of the entangled photon pair.
Quantum mechanics allows values up to 2
√
2.
The correlation coefficients are calculated from the data from Figure 3.3,
which are
E(28.140µm, 22.5◦) = −0.666± 0.014,
E(28.291µm, 22.5◦) = 0.671± 0.014,
E(26.691µm,−22.5◦) = 0.615± 0.014,
E(26.889µm,−22.5◦) = 0.701± 0.012. (3.9)
These results are shown in Figure 3.4. The S -parameter calculated from those
four correlation coefficients is S = 2.653 ± 0.027, which violates the classical
bound (|S| = 2) by more than 24 standard deviations.
Hybrid entanglement is not only of fundamental interest. It also could be use-
ful in quantum information processing, e.g. in a quantum repeater [DLCZ01]. It
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is not limited to the case of path (linear momentum) and polarization, as shown
here, but also should be possible for other degrees of freedom, e.g. frequency,
orbital angular momentum etc. of photons. Additionally, the hybrid entangle-
ment between polarization and path are of crucial importance for the non-local
quantum eraser experiment, which is presented in the following chapter.
3.2. The non-local quantum eraser
We perform two experiments to demonstrate the non-local quantum eraser with
two different length scales. In the first experiment (in Vienna), the system and
environment photons are separated by 50 m and connected via an optical fibre
between two laboratories. In the second experiment (on the Canary Islands),
they are separated by 144 km and connected via a free-space link.
3.2.1. Vienna experiment
The concept of our experiment is the following: We produce hybrid entangled
photon pairs, with entanglement between the path of one photon, denoted as
the system photon, and the polarization of the other photon, denoted as the en-
vironment photon [MQK+09]. The system photon is sent to an interferometer,
and the environment photon is sent to a polarization measurement setup. Due
to the entanglement of the two photons, the environment photon’s polarization
carries which-path information of the system photon. A specific polarization
measurement performed on the environment photon decides whether we ac-
quire which-path information of the system photon and observe no interference
or erase which-path information and observe interference. The scheme of the
Vienna experiment is shown in Figure 3.5.
First, we prepare a polarization-entangled state [KMW+95]:
|Φ〉+ = 1√
2
(|H〉s|V 〉e + |V 〉s|H〉e), (3.10)
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where s and e index the system and environment photons, respectively. The
orthogonal polarization states of the system photon are coherently converted
into two different interferometer path states |a〉s and |b〉s via a polarizing beam
splitter and two fiber polarization controllers, as introduced in Section 3.1.2.
This generates the hybrid entangled state [MQK+09]:
|Φhybrid〉se = 1√
2
(|b〉s|V 〉e + |a〉s|H〉e). (3.11)
From the state given in the Equation (3.11), one can see that the polarization
of the environment photon carries the path information of the system photon
because of this hybrid entanglement. Hence, we are able to perform two com-
plementary polarization measurements on the environment photon and acquire
or erase which-path information of the system photon, respectively:
(i) We project the environment photon into the |H〉/|V 〉 basis. If the envi-
ronment photon is detected in |H〉, we know for certain that the corresponding
system photon takes path a (|a〉s). And if the environment photon is detected
in |V 〉, we know for certain that the corresponding system photon takes path
b(|b〉s). In both cases, which-path information of the system photon is revealed
and no interference shows up.
(ii) As an alternative measurement, we can project the environment photon
into the |L〉/|R〉 basis, where |L〉 and |R〉 denote the left-handed or right-handed
circular polarization states. It is convenient to write state (3.11) in the |L〉/|R〉
basis as:
|Φhybrid〉se = 1
2
((|a〉s + i|b〉s)|L〉e + (|a〉s − i|b〉s)|R〉e). (3.12)
Due to the hybrid entanglement, if the environment photon is detected in |L〉,
the corresponding system photon is in the state of (|a〉s+i|b〉s)√
2
. The system photon
has a equal probability of taking path a or b and thus no which-path information
of the system photon can be obtained, therefore, interference appears. The same
reasoning applies to the case when the environment photon is detected in |R〉,
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where the system photon is in the state of (|a〉s−i|b〉s)√
2
. Note that there is a pi
phase difference between |a〉s and |b〉s in these two cases, which corresponds to
a pi phase shift in the interference patterns.
In order to fulfill the Einstein locality conditions for a conclusive test, the
relevant events must be identified: (E) the emission of the photon pair from the
source, (C) the choice of the polarization measurement basis of the environment
photon, (P) the polarization projection of the environment photon, and (I) all
events related to the system photon inside the interferometer including: the
entry of the system photon into the interferometer, the propagation of it in
the interferometer and the exit of it from the interferometer. Locality can be
enforced by space-like separations of (I) and (P), (I) and (C), as well as (E) and
(C), as shown in Figure 3.6.
The space-like separation between (I) and (P) is achieved by sending the
environment photon via a 55 m (275 ns) single-mode fibre to the polarization
measurement setup in Lab2 located 50 m away from Lab1 (straight spatial
distance), as shown in Figure 3.5. The system photon is delayed with a 28 m
(140 ns) single-mode fibre in Lab1 and then sent into a 2 m (10 ns) fibre based
interferometer. In Lab2, the above mentioned polarization measurements (i)
and (ii) are implemented by a fast electro-optical modulator (EOM) followed
by a polarizing beam splitter. In measurement (i) the EOM is switched off,
and in measurement (ii) the EOM is switched on by applying a quarter-wave
voltage. The repetition rate of the EOM is about 2 MHz and the on-time of
EOM is about 20 ns, which results in a switching duty cycle of approximately
20ns× 2MHz = 4.0%.
To fulfil the space-like separation between (C) and (I) as well as (C) and
(E), the type of measurement is randomly determined by a quantum random
number generator (QRNG) located in Lab3 with a 27 m straight spatial distance
to Lab2 and a 77 m distance to Lab1. The random bits are transmitted via a
35 m (175 ns) coaxial cable to the EOM.
The QRNG developed for this experiment is based on a previous work of
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Figure 3.6.: Space-time diagram of the non-local quantum eraser experiment
performed in Vienna. The choice-related events (C) and the polarization pro-
jection of the environment photon (P) are space-like separated from all events of
the interferometric measurement of the system photon (I). Additionally, events
(C) are also space-like separated from the emission of the entangled photon pair
from the source (E). The red arrows indicate the photons transmission in the
optical fibers. The black arrow indicates the random bits’ transmission in the
coaxial cable. The shaded area is the past light cone of event (I). With this
configuration, Einstein locality conditions are fulfilled.
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Thomas Jennewein [JAW+00]. The QRNG employs the splitting single photons
at a 50:50 beam splitter as physical source of randomness. Each individual
photon propagating through the beam splitter, has equal probability to be either
transmitted or reflected [Wei99, Sch09]. Quantum physics predicts that the
each individual decision is genuinely random. The total amount of the delays
occurring in the electronics and optics of our QRNG was measured to be 75 ns.
Allowing for another 33 ns (3 times of the autocorrelation time of QRNG), to
be sure that the autocorrelation of the QRNG output signal is sufficiently low,
it was safe to assume that the specific choice of a measurement would not be
influenced by any event happening more than 108 ns earlier. This is why the
choice event (C) consists of a series of events in Figure 3.6 instead of being a
single well-defined event.
In total, we excluded any influences between the measurements of the two
photons as well as between the choice event and the system photon, at a speed
equal to or less than speed of light. It is worthy to note that, since (C) is
space-like separated from (E), we also excluded any causal influence between
the QRNG and the photon source [Bel64]. In [KYK+00], however, the choice
was made by the environment photon itself and was situated in the future light
cone of both the emission of the photon pair and the measurement event of the
system photon. Therefore, in that experiment it is in principle conceivable that
the emission event and system photon measurement event could have influenced
the choice, which then only appears to be free or random.
In Figure 3.7, we present the experimental results for measurements of the
system photon conditioned on the detection of the environment photon with
Det 4. In Figure 3.7A, the probabilities that the system photon either took path
a or b are shown when measurement (i) is performed. When the environment
photon is subjected to measurement (i) and detected in the state |V 〉e, the
probability that the system photon propagated through path a is P (a||V 〉e) =
0.023±0.005, and the one for propagation through path b is P (b||V 〉e) = 0.978±
0.005. These are obtained by blocking two arms alternatively and by measuring
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Figure 3.7.: Results of the non-local quantum eraser obtained in the Vienna
experiment. The counts of Det 1 and Det 2 conditional on the detection of
the environment photon in Det4 under Einstein locality conditions are shown
in: A. When measurement (i) is performed (EOM was off), the detection of
the environment photon in the state |V 〉e revealed the which-path information
of the system photon. This is confirmed by the fact that the system photon
propagates through path a and b with probabilities 0.023 ± 0.005 (green) and
0.978 ± 0.005 (yellow), respectively. B. Consequently, phase insensitive counts
are obtained, where the residual oscillations’ amplitudes are smaller than the
statistical error of the mean value of the counts, which is indicated with a
black line. C. When measurement (ii) is performed (EOM is on), detection of
the environment photon in |R〉e erases which-path information of the system
photon. The probabilities of the system photon propagating through path a
and b are 0.521±0.016 (green) and 0.478±0.016 (yellow), respectively. D. The
coincidence counts of Det 1 and Det 4 (black squares), and Det 2 and Det 4 (red
disks) are shown as a function of the position change of PBS1 and fitted by two
oppositely-modulated sinusoidal curves. The average visibility is 95.1%± 1.8%.
The error bars are calculated from the Poisson statistics.
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the sum of the coincidence counts between Det 1 and Det 4, as well as Det 2
and Det 4.
To quantify the amount of the which-path information acquired upon mea-
surement (i) or (ii), we used the so-called which-path information parame-
ter [GY88, Eng96]:
Ii = |P (a||V 〉e)− P (b||V 〉e)|, Iii = |P (a||R〉e)− P (b||R〉e)|, (3.13)
where Ii and Iii stand for that the which-path information parameters for mea-
surement (i) and (ii) respectively. The measured value of information parameter
Ii of 0.955±0.007 reveals almost full which-path information of the system pho-
ton. As a consequence, when the relative phase between path a and b is scanned,
no interference pattern is observed, as shown in Figure 3.7B.
On the other hand, when the environment photon is subjected to measure-
ment (ii) and detected in the state of |R〉e, we obtain the probabilities of the sys-
tem photon propagating through path a, P (a||R〉e) = 0.539±0.016, and through
path b, P (b||R〉e) = 0.461±0.016 (Figure 3.7C). In this case, the which-path in-
formation is erased, as confirmed by Iii having the small value 0.077±0.022. Ac-
cordingly, interference shows up with the visibility of Vii = 95.1±1.8% as shown
in Figure 3.7D. This visibility is defined as V = (Cmax − Cmin)/(Cmax + Cmin),
where Cmax and Cmin are the maximum and minimum counts of the system
photon conditioned on the detection of environment photon with Det 4, respec-
tively. These results conclusively confirm the nonlocal nature of the quantum
eraser.
We want to emphasize that the results shown in Figure 3.7 have been acquired
with two independent time-tagging units. For each environment photon, we
record the time stamp of the detection event and the random bit from QRNG.
For system photon, we recorded the position of the piezo-nanopositioner and
the time stamp of the detection event. These data are then compared and
sorted to reconstruct the coincidence counts, long after the experiment has
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been finished [WJS+98].
We realize five additional different space-time scenarios, whose space-time
diagrams are illustrated in Figure 3.8. Experimentally we use optical fibres and
coaxial cables to delay and distribute the optical and electrical signals in order
to fulfil the requirements of each scenario. For instance, in order to achieve
scenario V we arrange the location of each apparatus in the following way. The
environment photon is delayed locally (close to the source and interferometer)
with a 630 m single-mode fibre and there is no delay on the system photon side.
The direct spatial distance between the QRNG and interferometer is about 101
m. The random bits used to control the EOM are transmitted with a 630
m coaxial cable. In scenario V, the choice of the measurement basis of the
environment photon is space-like separated from the interference events of the
system photon. Therefore, based on special relativity, no subluminal or luminal
physical signal can travel between these two events and causally influence each
other. But from our experimental results, whether interference can be observed
or not strongly depends on the choice.
The other scenarios are realized in similar ways by changing the length of
the fibres and coaxial cables. The experimental arrangement and results of all
six different space-time scenarios are summarized in Figure 3.9. There similar
results, within the statistical error, are obtained. We therefore conclude that,
in agreement with quantum mechanics, there are no observable differences in
the experimental results in all six different space-time scenarios.
In order to quantitatively demonstrate the quantum eraser and the comple-
mentarity principle under Einstein locality conditions, we employ a bipartite
complementarity inequality [GY88, Eng96], namely,
I2 + V 2 ≤ 1. (3.14)
Instead of investigating the properties of single particles (realized in [JWG+08]),
here I and V are the parameters for two particles, as defined above. When an
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ideal experimental arrangement is realized, equality in Inequity (3.14) holds.
Under locality, we measure I and V separately as a function of the applied
voltage of the EOM, which changes the polarization projection basis of the
environment photon. Hence, it allows us to obtain a continuous transition be-
tween measurement (i) and (ii). For each measurement, according to the QRNG
output, the voltage of the EOM is randomly and rapidly switched between 0
and a definite value. The results are shown in Figure 3.10. The dashed line is
the ideal curve, where I2 + V 2 = 1. The solid line is computed using actual
non-ideal experimental parameters, which were measured independently. There
is an excellent agreement between the calculation and the experimental data.
The imperfections include: The measurement of the which-path information
is limited by the correlation in the |H〉/|V 〉 basis (98.0%) and the imperfection
of the PBS (extinction ratio is about 180:1). These are taken into account by a
correction factor ηI of about 0.97. On the other hand, the visibility V, is limited
by the correlation in the |L〉/|R〉 base (96.9%), the imperfection of the PBS,
the imperfection of polarization rotation of the Pockels cell (extinction ratio is
about 250:1). This is taken into account by a correction factor ηV of about 0.95.
So the inequality (3.14) becomes: I
2
η2I
+ V
2
η2V
≤ 1, which can be rewritten as:
V ≤ ηV
√
(1− I
2
η2I
). (3.15)
When all the other imperfections are excluded, the upper limit should be
reached. The experimental data agrees well with ηI = 0.97 and ηV = 0.95.
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Figure 3.10.: Experimental test of the complementarity inequality under Ein-
stein locality conditions manifested by a trade-off of the which-path informa-
tion parameter, I, and visibility, V. The dashed line is the ideal curve given
in Equation (3.14). The solid line is the estimation taking actual experi-
mental imperfections into account, which are measured independently. It is
I = 0.97
√
1− ( V0.95)2.
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3.2.2. Canary Islands experiment
In a dramatically expanded experiment, we utilize significantly larger spatial
and temporal separations and build the nonlocal eraser setup with a 144 km
free-space link between the interferometer and the polarization projection setup,
as shown in Figure 3.11. Two labs are located on two of the Canary Islands, La
Palma and Tenerife.
There are three main differences between the Canary Islands’s experiment and
Vienna experiment. First, the brightness of the photon pair source is enhanced
in order to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio after signal attenuation
over the 144 km free-space link. The polarization-entangled photon pairs are
generated by type-II SPDC in a 10 mm ppKTP crystal which is placed inside a
polarization Sagnac interferometer [FHP+07]. Using a 405 nm laser diode with
a maximum output power of 50 mW, we generate 810 nm degenerate entangled
photon pairs in the |Ψ−〉 Bell state with a production rate of 3.5 × 107 Hz.
This number is inferred from locally detected 250000 photon pairs/s at a pump
power of 5 mW and a coupling-detecting efficiency of 27% (calculated from the
ratio between the coincidence and singles counts). Furthermore, operation at 5
mW pump power yields a locally measured visibility of the generated entangled
state in the |H〉/|V 〉 (|+〉/|−〉) basis of about 99% (98%) (accidental coincidence
counts subtracted).
Secondly, the duty cycle of the EOM is increased to about 97%, which allows
us to obtain more signals than in the Vienna experiment. In this experiment, the
EOM serves as a switchable half-wave plate (HWP) for polarization rotations of
0◦ and 45◦. We align the optical axes of the Rubidium-Titanyl-Phosphate (RTP)
crystals, used in the EOM, to 22.5◦. Additionally, we place a quarter-wave plate
(QWP) with its optical axis oriented parallel to the axis of the RTP crystals in
front of the EOM. Applying a positive quarter-wave voltage (+QV) causes the
EOM to act as an additional QWP, such that the overall effect is the one of a
HWP at 22.5◦, rotating the polarization by 45◦. By applying a negative quarter-
wave voltage (-QV), the EOM compensates the action of the QWP, such that
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Figure 3.11.: The layout of the Canary Islands’ experimental setup. The two
parts of the setups are distributed in two labs on the Canary Islands of La
Palma and Tenerife respectively, which are spatially separated by 144 km. In
La Palma, the source (S) emits polarization-entangled photon pairs. The in-
terferometer setup consists of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), which is used
to convert the orthogonal polarizations of the system photon into two different
optical paths a and b, a half-wave plate oriented at 45◦ to eliminate the po-
larization distinguishability of the two paths, and a 50:50 beam splitter (BS)
to analyze the superposition of the two path states. The length of the whole
interferometer is about 0.5 m. The PBS is equipped with a piezo-nanopositioner
which allows scanning of the relative phase between paths a and b via changing
its position. In Tenerife, the polarization projection setup consists of a quarter-
wave plate (QWP), an electro optical modulator (EOM) and a polarizing beam
splitter (PBS2), which together project the environment photon into either the
|H〉/|V 〉 or the |+〉/|−〉. A quantum random number generator (QRNG) de-
fines the choice for the experimental configuration fast and randomly. A delay
card, which stores the random bits generated from the QRNG, is used to adjust
the relative time delay between the event of the choice and the other events.
Both the system photon and the environment photon are detected by silicon
avalanche photodiodes (Det 1-4). Independent data registrations are performed
by individual time tagging units on both the system and the environment pho-
tons’ sides. The time bases on both sides are established using the Global
Positioning System (GPS).
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Time
144 km
Space
(I) interfering
5 µs
scenario II
(E) emission
454 µs
(C) choice
479 µs
(P) projection
scenario II’
0 µs
scenario III
-721 µs
(C) choice
(C) choice
Environment   photon’s transmission
over 144 km   free-space link
Figure 3.12.: The space-time diagrams of three experiments, performed be-
tween the Canary Islands, correspond to two different scenarios. The green stars
stands for the choice (C) of the polarization projection basis of the environment
photon (made by the QRNG) and the grey triangles for the future light cones of
the choice for three different space-time scenarios respectively. The polarization
projection of the environment photon (P) according to the choice, all events re-
lated to the system photon inside the interferometer (I) and the emission of the
photon pairs (E) are blue, red and black stars respectively. Scenario II, II’ and
III are the arrangements where the event (C) is later, at the same time and
earlier than the event (E) respectively in the lab reference frame.
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Figure 3.13.: Results of the Canary Island experiment. We show the counts
of Det 1 and Det 2 conditional on the detection of the environment photon in
Det 4 for the space-time scenario II. a. When measurement (i) is performed,
the probabilities of the system photon propagating through path a and b are
0.034 ± 0.008 and 0.966 ± 0.008 respectively. This reveals almost complete
which-path information and hence no interference is obtained, as shown in c.
b. When measurement (ii) is performed, the probabilities of the system photon
propagating through path a and b are 0.461± 0.025 and 0.539± 0.025 respec-
tively. This reveals almost no which-path information and hence interference is
obtained, as shown in d. In c, a dashed line indicates the mean value of the nor-
malized counts (equal to 0.5). Plus and minus one standard deviation from the
mean value is indicated with two black lines. In d, two oppositely-modulated
sinusoidal fringes with average visibility 0.75 ± 0.016 can be seen. This is the
raw visibility. The visibility after subtracting the accidental coincidence counts
is 95.0%. The error bars are calculated using Poisson statistics.
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the overall polarization rotation is 0◦. As in the Vienna experiment, a QRNG
determines which voltage will be applied. A random bit “0” (“1”) requires a
polarization rotation of 0◦ (45◦) and -QV (+QV) is applied to the EOM. A
certain setting is not changed until the occurrence of an opposite trigger signal.
However, since our QRNG is balanced, within statistical uncertainties, +QV
and -QV are applied equally often. For optimal operation of the EOM a toggle
frequency of 1 MHz is chosen. The rise time of the EOM is measured to be < 15
ns. Thus to be sure that the switching process has been finished, we discard all
photons which are detected less than 35 ns after a trigger signal. The on-time
of the EOM is 11MHz − 35 ns = 965 ns. Therefore, this kind of operation results
in a switching duty cycle of 96.5%.
Thirdly, a 1 km long fibre (5 µs) is used to delay the system photon, which
allows an unambiguous space-like separation between the events (P) and (I), as
shown in Figure 3.12.
Two different space-time arrangements are realized. Note that the labels of
the space-time scenarios are the same as in Figure 3.9. Scenario II and II’ are
the same in terms of space-time relations, but the amount of the delay of choice
event (C) with respect to the events related to the interferometer (I) is different
in the lab reference frame. Within scenario II’, the speed of a hypothetical
superluminal signal from the event (C) to the events (I) is about 96 times the
speed of light. Within scenario II, the choice event (C) happens approximately
449 µs after the events (I) in the reference frame of the source, which adds to
the record for the amount of delay by more than 5 orders of magnitude than
the earlier realization in [KYK+00].
The results are shown in Figure 3.13. When we perform measurement (i),
the information parameter, defined in Equation 3.13, is Ii = 0.932 ± 0.016
and no interference is obtained. When we performed measurement (ii), the
average visibility is 0.756± 0.016. The reduced visibility is mainly coming from
the reduced signal-to-noise ratio due to the attenuation of the free-space link
(35 dB). The average visibility becomes as high as 95.0% after subtracting the
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accidental coincidence counts. The space-time relations of relevant events and
the results of three experimental configurations are summarized in Figure 3.14.
In conclusion, we have realized a nonlocal quantum eraser using hybrid en-
tangled states with spatial separations of 77 m (Vienna) and 144 km (Canaries),
respectively. The latter case represents the largest spatial and temporal separa-
tion in quantum eraser experiments. Our observations show that, in agreement
with quantum mechanics, the complementarity principle is independent of the
spatial and temporal arrangement of the choice and measurements. Conse-
quently, our results rule out for the first time all theories in which the system
photon either behaves definitely as a wave or as a particle and causal influences
establish the observed correlations.
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Figure 3.14.: Summary of the space-time relations between events and the re-
sults for three scenarios of the Canary Islands’ experiments. The conventions of
the relationship between different events are the same as that in Figure 3.9. The
results of Scenario II are also shown in Figure 3.13. When the measurement (i)
is performed, there is no interference as a consequence of almost full which-path
information of the system photon is acquired via the polarization projection
of the environment photon. When measurement (ii) is performed, interference
fringes show up because of the erasure of the which-path information.
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4. Delayed choice entanglement swapping
In this chapter, I will present an experimental realization of delayed-choice en-
tanglement swapping, as described in Section 2.5. First, I will introduce a
high-speed tunable beam splitter, which will be used as a switchable bipartite-
state analyzer in the delayed-choice entanglement-swapping experiment. The
performance of this high-speed tunable beam splitter is tested with heralded sin-
gle photons from SPDC. Second, we use this high-speed tunable beam splitter
to perform two-photon interference under Einstein’s locality condition, which
extends Wheeler’s delayed-choice gedankenexperiment from single-photon in-
terference to two-photon interference. Finally, I will describe the realization of
the delayed-choice entanglement-swapping experiment.
4.1. A high-speed tunable beam splitter
There are two motivations for building a high-speed tunable beam splitter
(TBS): First, it is an essential component of some experiments to test the
foundations of quantum physics, importantly the delayed-choice entanglement
swapping [Per00, JABZ05] and complementarity of two bipartite entangled sys-
tems [BAZ05]. Second, it is also a crucial building block of modern quantum
information processing. This device can be used as a high-speed single-photon
router and integrated into an array of SPDC photon pair sources. Assisted by
classical feed-forward, one can build a nearly on-demand single-photon source
from these probabilistic SPDC photon pairs sources [MBC02, SW07]. One
can also utilize it for quantum teleportation [BBC+93, BPM+97], entangle-
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ment swapping [ZZHE93, PBWZ98, JWPZ02], quantum telecloning [ZZZ+05]
with active switching and one-way quantum computation with feed-forward
[PWT+07].
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Figure 4.1.: The concept of a tunable beam splitter. A. The splitter ratio of a
tunable beam splitter (TBS) can be adjusted and hence the counts from detector
1 (D1) and 2 (D2) vary according to the splitting ratio of this TBS. B. The
realization of a TBS with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, which consists of two
beam splitters (BS1 and BS2), two mirrors (M1 and M2) and a phase shifter
(PS). The splitting ratio can be tuned by adjusting PS. C. The normalized
intensities of D1 (red line) and D2 (black line) are plotted as a function of the
phase. For instance, if phase is 0 there is no beam splitting and if the phase is
pi
2 the splitting ratio is 1.
In order to build a tunable beam splitter (Figure 4.1A), one would need a knob
to adjust the splitting ratio of the TBS. One of the possibilities is to vary the
phase of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, as shown in Figure 4.1B. The splitting
ratio can be tuned by adjusting the phase of the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
(MZI). It is represented as the intensity modulations detected by D1 and D2.
The normalized intensities of D1 (red line) and D2 (black line) are plotted as
a function of the phase in Figure 4.1C. For instance, if phase is 0 there is no
beam splitting and if the phase is pi2 the splitting ratio is 1.
As shown in Figure 4.2, we employ a MZI to realize the high-speed TBS.
It consists of two 50:50 beam splitters, mirrors and most importantly two
electro-optic modulators (EOM), with one in each arm of the MZI. Here we
use Rubidium-Titanyl-Phosphate (RTP) crystal as the electro-optic material
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Figure 4.2.: Pictures of the high-speed tunable beam splitter. On the input
and output couplers we use single-mode fibers for spatial filtering. The 3 nm
bandpass interference filters (IF) guarantee good spectral filtering. To actively
stabilize the interferometer we use a He-Ne laser counter propagating through
the setup (dashed green line) and its intensity is detected by a photo diode. This
reference signal is sent to a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control circuit
which controls a ring piezo-transducer inside the interferometer. Additionally,
we enclose the setup in a box with acoustical isolation material (see text for
details).
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for our EOMs. The RTP crystal completely lacks piezo-electric resonances up
to 200 kHz and shows very rare resonances up to 2.5 MHz. These features
enable us to drive the EOMs with a high operating frequency. The electron-
ics we use to drive these EOMs are double-push-pull switches (custom-built by
Bergmann Messgera¨te). The individual push-pull switch has some restrictions
due to their electrical circuits: the time between an on and off event (i.e. the
effective on-time) for an individual push-pull switch must not be shorter than
50 ns in order to not damage the device. This limits the minimum on-time
window duration. A double-push-pull switch is made by two single push-pull
switches and the above-mentioned restriction no longer applies as both single
switches only have to switch once each to get an effective on-off cycle [BPJ+07].
Therefore, by using double-push-pull switches one can operate the EOM with
a short on-time (about 20 ns) and a high repetition rate (up to 5 MHz). A
pulse generator produces the pulse sequence for the double-push-pull switches
driver from a trigger signal. See appendix for the details of the EOM and its
controlling devices.
The interferometer is built in an enclosed box made from acoustic isolation
materials in order to stabilize the phase passively. Additionally, an active phase
stabilization system is implemented by using an auxiliary beam from a power-
stabilized He-Ne laser counter-propagating through the whole MZI. This beam
has a little transversal displacement from the signal beam, thus it picks up the
phase fluctuations in the interferometer. The corresponding intensity variation
of the output He-Ne laser beam is measured with a silicon photon detector (PD)
and the signal is fed into an analogue proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
control circuit. A ring-piezo transducer attached to one of the mirrors in the
MZI is controlled by this PID and compensates the phase fluctuation actively.
The active optical axes of both EOMs are oriented along 45◦ and the voltages
applied to them are always of the same amplitudes but with opposite signs.
Varying the voltage applied to the EOMs, we are able to the tune the phase of
the MZI. Hence the whole MZI acts as a high-speed TBS and the splitting ratio
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is controlled by the applied voltage of the EOMs. We define the phase of the
MZI to be 0 when all the photons that enter from input a exited into f . This
also corresponds to the phase locking point of the MZI.
The functionality of the TBS is best seen by describing how the quantum
state of polarization and path of the input photon evolves in the MZI. Since
the optical axes of the EOMs are along 45◦, without loss of the generality,
it is convenient to decompose the input polarization into |+〉 and |−〉 basis.
The arbitrarily polarized input photon’s quantum state in spatial mode a is
|Ψ〉 = (α|+〉+ β|−〉)|a〉, where |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. It evolves as:
|Ψ〉 BS1−−→
1√
2
(α|+〉+ β|−〉)(|c〉+ i|d〉)
EOMs−−−−→
1
2
(αeiφ(U)|+ c〉+ iα|+ d〉+ β| − c〉+ iβeiφ(U)| − d〉)
BS2−−→ sin
φ(U)
2
ei(
3pi
2 −φ(U)2 )(α|+〉 − β|−〉)|e〉
+ cos
φ(U)
2
ei(
pi
2+
φ(U)
2 )(α|+〉+ β|−〉)|f〉, (4.1)
where φ(U) is the voltage dependent phase given by the EOMs. From Equa-
tion 4.1, it is straightforward to see that one can tune the splitting ratio of
outputs of spatial mode e and f by varying φ(U). The transmittivity (T ) and
reflectivity (R) of the TBS are:
T = sin2
φ(U)
2
,
R = cos2
φ(U)
2
. (4.2)
Additionally, the input polarization will be rotated from (α|+〉 + β|−〉) to
(α|+〉 − β|−〉) in the spatial mode e. This polarization rotation can be dynam-
ically compensated with an additional EOM on path e applied with half-wave
voltage to flip the polarization.
We test the performance of this TBS with the setup as in Figure 4.3. By using
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Figure 4.3.: Experimental setup of testing the high-speed tunable beam split-
ter with heralded single photons. Femtosecond laser pulses from a Ti:Sapphire
oscillator (λ= 808 nm) are up-converted with a BBO crystal (BBO1) cut for
type-I phase-matching. This produces vertically polarized second harmonic
pulses center at 404 nm. The correlated photon pair is generated from the
crystal BBO2, which is cut for type-II collinear phase-matching. Since the pho-
ton pair is generated in the same time, by detecting photon 1 in the transmitting
arm of the polarizing beam splitter (PBS) with avalanche photon detector (APD
3), we can herald the presence of photon 2 in the reflecting arm of PBS. Photon
2 is delayed with optical fiber (about 100 m in length) and the polarization
rotation of the fiber is compensated by a polarization controller (PC). Then it
is sent to the high-speed tunable beam splitter. The output TTL pulse of the
detection of photon 1 is used to trigger two EOMs, which are placed in both
arms of the interferometer, respectively. The scheme of using two EOMs is cru-
cial, because the tunability of this high-speed tunable beam splitter relies on
the first-order interference. By employing two EOMs with one on each arm, we
can maintain photon 1’s polarization states through paths c and that through
path d to be indistinguishable and hence allow the first-order interference. See
text and Equation 4.1 for details. The time delay between trigger pulse and the
arrival of the photon 2 at EOMs is adjusted via the field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) logic.
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the correlation of the emission time of the photon pair generated via SPDC, we
herald the presence of one photon with the detection of its twin, the trigger
photon. The detection signal of the trigger photon is used to control the EOMs
in the TBS, which operate on the heralded single photon.
Femtosecond laser pulses from a Ti:Sapphire oscillator (4 W average power,
80 MHz repetition rate, 140 fs pulse duration, λ= 808 nm) are up-converted
with a 0.7 mm BBO crystal (BBO1) cut for type-I phase-matching at 808 nm.
This produces vertically polarized second harmonic pulses center at 404 nm
with an average power of around 250 mW. In this experiment, we deliberately
attenuate the UV power in order to reduce the higher order emissions from
the SPDC which would otherwise compromise the result. In SPDC process, in
addition to the probability of generating a pair of photons there is also a finite
probability for generating more than one pair, which decreases the quality of
the heralded single photon source. This latter generation probability increases
nonlinearly with interaction strength of the pump and nonlinear crystal.
The up-converted pulses and the remaining fundamental pulses are separated
with a combination of six dichroic mirrors (6 DMs), which are all highly reflec-
tive at 404 nm and highly transmissive at 808 nm. The collinear photon pairs
are generated via SPDC from a 2 mm BBO crystal (BBO2) cut for collinear
type-II phase-matching at 808 nm. See Appendix for the details of SPDC. The
UV pulses are removed from the down converted photons with a dichroic mirror
(DM) and long pass filter (LPF). The photon pair is separated by a polarizing
beam splitter (PBS) and each photon is coupled into a single-mode fiber (SMF).
The transmitted photon (photon 1) is detected by APD 3 directly and the out-
put TTL pulse is used to control the EOMs, while the reflected photon (photon
2) is guided into the single-mode fiber with the length of 100 m and then to
the TBS. The short on-time of the EOMs we set, 20 ns, requires fine time delay
adjustment of the TTL pulse used to trigger the EOMs. We achieve this with
a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) electronics. Because of the short co-
herence time of the photon 1, which is defined by the transmission bandwidth
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of the interference filter (IF, 3 nm), one has to match path lengths of the two
arms of the MZI accurately. We minimize the path length difference by maxi-
mizing the interference visibility. Inside the TBS, two pairs of crossed oriented
BBO crystals (BBO3 and BBO4) are placed in each arm of the MZI in order to
compensate the unwanted birefringence induced by optical elements.
One important feature of our TBS is polarization independence, i.e. it works
for any polarized photons. Experimentally this is tested by preparing the po-
larization state of the photon 2 with fiber polarization controller (PC). The
experimental results for horizontal polarization are shown in Figure 4.4a and
for +45◦ in Figure 4.4b. We fit the sinusoidal curves to the measurement re-
sults and determined that the Michelson visibilities of horizontal and +45◦ are
95.9% ± 0.2% and 95.3% ± 0.3%, respectively. For input b, we have observed
the same results, which allows us to use this device to perform a two-photon
interference experiment.
Two other important features of our TBS are high-frequency operation and
short rise and fall time. Note that, rise and fall time are typical parameters used
to quantify the response speed of devices and are defined as the time required
for a signal to change from 10% and 90% of the step height for the rise time
(90% and 10% for the fall time). These are challenges for both the electro-
optical active crystals and the driving electronics. As stated above, thanks
to the advantages of both RTP crystals, and the custom-made electronics, we
are able to drive the EOMs with frequencies up to 2.5 MHz. We measure
the rise/fall time of the TBS with a continuous wave laser with a Si photon
detector and an oscilloscope. As shown in Figure 4.5, the pi-phase modulated
optical signal shows a rise time to be 5.6 ns. The insertion loss of the TBS is
about 70%, which is mainly due to single-mode fiber coupling and the Fresnel
loss at optical surfaces. With current technology, it is in principle possible to
improve the transmission of a TBS to be about 95%, including Fresnel loss on
each optical surface (0.5% per surface) and a finite fiber coupling efficiency of
98%.
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Figure 4.4.: Demonstration of the polarization independence of the TBS. Ex-
perimental results for a the horizontally and b +45◦ polarized single photons.
The black squares (red circles) are the values of the reflectivity (transmittivity)
of the ultrafast tunable beam splitter, which are calculated from the coincidence
counts between APD 2 and APD 3 (APD 1 and APD 3) and fitted with black
solid (red dash) sinusoidal curve. Error bars represent statistical errors of ±1
standard deviation.
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Figure 4.5.: Experimental result for a pi-phase modulated optical signal. These
are measured with a continuous wave laser and a Si photon detector. A rise
time, which refers to the time required for a signal to change from 10% and 90%
of the step height, of 5.6 ns is obtained.
4.2. Two-photon interference under Einstein’s
locality condition
As reviewed in the Chapter 2, Wheeler strikingly illustrated the complementar-
ity principle with single-photon interference in the delayed-choice gedankenex-
periment. The experimental scheme is shown in Figure 4.6A, where one decides
to observe the wave property or the particle property after the photon’s entry
into MZI. Two recent experiments [JWG+07, JWG+08], which were carried out
with a single photon as input, showed the validity of the complementarity prin-
ciple even if the choice and the entry of the photon into the interferometer were
space-like separated, as discussed in Chapter 2.
However the complementarity principle should not be restricted to single-
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Figure 4.6.: Comparison of Wheeler’s delayed-choice experiment (single-
photon interference) and delayed-choice two-photon interference experiment.
A. The scheme of Wheeler’s delayed-choice experiment. In this experiment,
one and only one photon is present in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI),
and this single photon interferes with itself. One can choose whether to put
in the output beam splitter (BS) or take it out after the photon’s entry into
MZI. B. The predicted results of Wheeler’s delayed-choice experiment can be
obtained via the detection of the single counts with D1 and D2 as a function
of relative phase between two paths, realized by scanning a mirror (M2). If
the BS is put in, interference patterns show up (black and blue curves). If the
BS is taken out, there are no interference patterns (overlapped red and green
curves). C. The scheme of delayed-choice two-photon interference experiment.
In this experiment, the pump photon (blue) decays into a pair of down-converted
photons (red) via type-II SPDC in the nonlinear crystal (NLC). A polarizing
beam splitter (PBS) separates them into path a and b of the Hong-Ou-Mandel
(HOM) interferometer. A half-wave plate (HWP) on path b oriented at 45◦
erases the polarization distinguishability and hence allows for the fourth-order
interference. One can choose whether to put in the BS or take it out after the
photon’s entry into HOM interferometer. D. The predicted results of delayed-
choice two-photon interference experiment can be obtained via the detection of
the coincidence counts between D3 and D4 in C as a function of length differ-
ences between two paths, realized by scanning a mirror (M4). If the BS is put
in, destructive interference pattern, HOM dip, shows up (black curve). If the
BS is taken out, there is no interference pattern (red curve).
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photon interference (second-order interference). It should apply to more phe-
nomena, for instance the so-called Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) two-photon inter-
ference (fourth-order interference) as we will present next [HOM87]. This type
of interference is different from the above mentioned second-order interference.
It originates from the statistics of bosons and the unitary transformation of a
beam splitter. For a comprehensive review on HOM two-photon interference,
see Ref. [Kal08]. The experimental scheme of two-photon interference under
Einstein’s locality condition is shown in Figure 4.6B, where one allows the two
photons generated from nonlinear crystal (NLC) to interfere or not, after the
photons’ entry into the HOM interferometer.
The crucial part of this experiment is the implementation of fast and ran-
dom complementary measurements, which allow the two photons to interfere or
not. We realize this with the above mentioned high-speed tunable beam splitter
controlled by a quantum random number generator (QRNG). This demonstra-
tion significantly extends the delayed-choice gedankenexperiment proposed by
Wheeler in two aspects: Firstly, complementarity is not only valid in the single-
photon experiment, but also in the HOM two-photon experiment; Secondly,
independent of the space-time arrangement between the photon’s entry of the
interferometer and the setting the choice of the setting of last beam splitter,
complementarity is valid.
The experimental setup of the up conversion and down conversion is the same
as used in the last experiment (see section 4.1) and the two photons are again
separated with a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). Then they are coupled into
two single-mode fibers (SMF) each with the length of 104 m and guided to
the high-speed tunable beam splitter (TBS). The polarization rotations of the
photons in the SMFs are compensated with fiber polarization controllers (PC).
In this experiment, we first adjust the phase of the MZI to be zero, defined
by maximizing the photon counts of APD 1 (avalanche photodiode) and min-
imizing that of APD 2 when input a of the TBS is blocked. Then two fast
complementary measurements are realized in the following ways: Measurement
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(I) corresponds to switching the EOMs off. In this case, the phase of the MZI
stays zero and the reflectivity of the TBS equals to 1 and the transmittivity of
it equals to 0. Therefore, the two photons will not interfere. Measurement (II)
corresponds to switching the EOMs on with the opposite quarter-wave (QW)
phase modulating voltage, i.e. we apply the positive QW voltage to EOM1 and
negative QW voltage to EOM2. In this case, the phase of the MZI is pi/2 and
both the transmissivity and the reflectivity of the TBS equal to 1/2, which
allows the two photons to interfere.
Next we will describe how the polarization and path quantum states of the
two photons evolve in the TBS. We align the optical axes of the EOMs along 45◦.
The input two photons are polarized along horizontal and vertical directions.
In conjunction with the spatial mode of them, the initial quantum state can
be written as: |Φ〉 = |H〉|a〉 ⊗ |V 〉|b〉 = 12(|+〉 + |−〉)|a〉 ⊗ (|+〉 − |−〉)|b〉. The
two-photons state evolution is described as following:
|Φ〉 BS1−−→
1
4
(|+〉+ |−〉)(|c〉+ i|d〉)⊗ (|+〉 − |−〉)(|d〉+ i|c〉)
EOMs−−−−→
1
4
(i(ei2φv |+ +〉 − | − −〉)|cc〉+ (|+ +〉 − ei2φv | − −〉)|dd〉)
+(2− 2ei2φv)|+−〉|cd〉))
BS2−−→
1
8
[−2 sinφv(eiφv(|+ +〉 − | − −〉)− 2ei(φv−pi2 )|+−〉)|ee〉
+2 sinφv(e
iφv(|+ +〉 − | − −〉) + 2ei(φv−pi2 )|+−〉)|ff〉
−4 cosφveiφv(|+ +〉 − | − −〉)|ef〉] (4.3)
In the above equation, we denote φv as the voltage dependent phase shift induced
by both EOMs. It is clear to see from the equation above that the photons will
bunch when φv =
pi
2 , because only |ee〉 and |ff〉 terms survive, and will not
bunch when φv = 0 because only |ef〉 survives. Moreover, from Eq. 4.3, in the
case of φv = 0, the coincidence count rate is twice as much as the rate at the
plateau of the HOM interference fringe. Intuitively, one can understand this in
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the following way: When φv = 0, the whole TBS’s reflectivity is 0. Therefore,
all the photons come from mode a will exit from mode f and all the photons from
mode b will exit from mode e. When φv = pi/2, the whole TBS’s reflectivity
is 0.5. In this case, when we measure the coincidence counts at the plateau
of the HOM interference fringe, we will obtain the coincidence count rate to
be half of the case with φv = 0. This is because at the plateau of the HOM
interference fringe, the two photons are not temporally overlapped with each
other and then become distinguishable in time. Therefore, the photons come
from mode a will exit either from mode e or f, and the photons from mode b
will also exit either from mode e or f. These four possibilities are equal. Only
when two photons exit from different modes, we will obtain a coincidence count.
Hence, the coincidence count rate at the plateau in the case of φv = pi/2 is half
of that in the case of φv = 0. When the two photons overlap perfectly in time
and are indistinguishable in all degrees of freedom, we see the HOM interference
and thus the coincidence count rate is zero.
The choice of which measurement to perform is determined by a quantum
random number generator (QRNG), which defines the settings for the experi-
mental configuration both quickly and randomly. In addition, a pulse generator
samples the random signal with 2.5 MHz sampling rate to match the repetition
rate of the EOMs. See Chapter 3 for the details of the QRNG.
To demonstrate the complementarity under Einstein locality conditions of
our HOM two-photon interference experiment, we carefully arrange the experi-
mental setup. The QRNG is located 39.5 m away from the interferometer. The
length of the coaxial cable transmitting the random bit signal is 81 m (cor-
responding to 405 ns time delay). There is an additional 45 ns time delay in
the high voltage driver of the EOMs. Both photons are sent into the HOM
interferometer, whose length is 104 m (corresponding to 520 ns time delay).
To be conservative, we include the following events as the choice-related
events: a) all the choices made in a time interval of three times of the au-
tocorrelation time (τac = 11 ns) of the QRNG, which is about 33 ns, b) the
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Figure 4.8.: Space-time diagram for the HOM two-photon interference under
Einstein’s locality condition experiment. The black, red dots, and green bar
correspond to the events of the generation of the photon pairs (i.e. the entry
of the two photons into the HOM interferometer), two photons impinging onto
the TBS and the choice, respectively. The grey triangles represent the past and
future light cones of the two photons’ entry into the HOM interferometer. The
propagating trajectories of random bits in the coaxial cable (black lines) and
that of photons in the optical fibers (red lines) are indicated. The scales of the
space-axis and the time-axis are indicated in the inset respectively.
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internal delay of the QRNG (75 ns). These two times cover all the significant
events related to the choice and have a total duration of about 108 ns. Therefore,
the choice in the space-time diagram (Figure 4.8) consists of a series of events
instead of a single well-defined event. Operationally this ensures the space-like
separation between the choice and the two photons’ entry into the HOM in-
terferometer in the relativistic sense, as shown in Figure 4.8. Under space-like
separation (Einstein locality conditions), luminal or subluminal communication
is impossible in any and all reference frames.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 4.9. When the EOMs are on
(black dots) a HOM interference pattern with a visibility 86.5%±2.4% is clearly
seen. This is fitted with a Gaussian function (black curve). When the EOMs
are off, no HOM interference shows up, and a constant count rate, insensitive
to the path length variations, is observed. The count rate in this case is twice
as much as the plateau of the HOM interference, as shown in Equation (4.3).
The mean value of the counts is indicated with a red line.
We realize an experiment testing the complementarity principle with the two-
photon interference based on a 208 m glass fiber Hong-Ou-Mandel interferome-
ter. The key element of the interferometer is a high-speed tunable beam splitter
controlled by a quantum random number generator. Together with appropri-
ate space-time arrangements, Einstein locality conditions are satisfied in this
experiment.
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Figure 4.9.: Experimental results for the two-photon interference experiment
under Einstein locality conditions. When the electro-optic modulators (EOM)
are on (black square dots), HOM interference with visibility 86.5% ± 2.4% is
observed. When the EOMs are off (red circle dots), path length difference
insensitive counts are obtained, where the count rate is twice as much as the
plateau of the HOM interference, as shown in Equation (4.3) and explained in
the text. The mean value of the counts is indicated with one red line. The error
bars are calculated from Poissonian statistics.
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4.3. Experimental realization of the delayed-choice
entanglement swapping
Two particles in a quantum system can be in an entangled state, where the
correlations of the overall system are well defined but not the properties of the
individual particles, regardless of their spatial separation [UTSM+07] and life
time [FUH+09]. Peres raised the question whether it is possible to entangle
two particles even after they do not exist anymore [Per00]. Surprisingly, quan-
tum mechanics allows this via entanglement swapping [ZZHE93], which is a
quantum communication protocol we introduced in Section 1.3.2. This protocol
has been experimentally demonstrated with various physical systems [PBWZ98,
JWPZ02, HBG+07, KPAZ09, RHR+04, BCS+04, MMM+08, YCZ+08]. En-
tanglement swapping is one of the important ingredients for the quantum re-
peaters [BDCZ98, DLCZ01] and may play an important role in a loop-hole free
Bell test [SI03], which are at the heart of both quantum information technology
and foundations of quantum physics.
Peres combined entanglement swapping with the delayed-choice paradigm
proposed by Wheeler [Whe84]. He illustrated this with two pairs of entangled
photons, namely photons 1&2 and photons 3&4. He proposed that photons 1
and 4 can be entangled even after they have been detected via a later projection
of photons 2 and 3 into an entangled state [Per00]. This leads to a seemingly
paradoxical situation, that “entanglement is produced a posteriori, after the
entangled particles have been measured and may even no longer exist” [Per00].
Let’s imagine a setup as in Figure 4.10A and identify the relevant space-time
events of this experiment: Two polarization-entangled photon pairs (1&2 and
3&4) are generated from Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) Sources I and II. We
denote these two generation events to GI and GII . The polarization states of
photon 1 and photon 4 are measured by Alice (event A) and Bob (event B) right
after their generation. The other two photons (photons 2 and 3) are delayed and
then sent to Victor. He may entangle photons 2 and 3 by projecting them into
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Figure 4.10.: Idea of entanglement swapping with delayed-choice. In both
cases, photons 1 and 2 are generated from EPR source I in an entangled state;
photons 3 and 4 are generated from EPR source II in the same entangled state.
Photons 1 and 4 are sent to Alice and Bob, who perform polarization measure-
ments. Photons 2 and 3 are delayed with respect to photons 1 and 4 and then
sent to Victor. A. Victor chooses to swap the entanglement. Consequently,
photons 2 and 3 are entangled, and hence photons 1 and 4 are also entangled.
B. Victor chooses not to swap the entanglement. Consequently, photons 1 and
2, and photons 3 and 4 remain entangled as generated from the sources. See
text for further details.
a Bell state (event V ), thus also projecting photons 1 and 4 into a polarization-
entangled state. This is done after Alice’s and Bob’s measurements. Note that
after the entanglement swapping, particles 1&2 and 3&4 are no longer entangled,
which manifests the monogamy of entanglement [CKW00].
Furthermore, Victor is even free to choose the type of measurement he wants
to perform on photons 2 and 3. We assign this choice to be event CV . Instead of
a Bell-state measurement (measurement i), he could also project photons 2 and
3 into a separable state (measurement ii), as shown in Figure 4.10. Whether Al-
ice’s and Bob’s earlier measurement outcomes indicate entanglement of photons
1 and 4 therefore depends on which of these two complementary bipartite-state
projections of photons 2 and 3 is later performed by Victor. In the case of
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measurement ii, photons 1&2 and 3&4 are entangled just as generated from
the sources. Remarkably, the choice of Victor can be delayed even until after
photons 1 and 4 have been measured and no longer exist, indicating that, in this
experiment the temporal order of Victor’s choice and measurement with respect
to Alice’s and Bob’s measurements is not relevant. There are two experimental
temporal configurations:
1. Victor makes the choice and performs either the Bell-state measurement
or the separable-state measurement on photons 2 and 3 first. Then Alice
and Bob measure the polarization states of photons 1 and 4;
2. Alice and Bob measure the polarization states of photons 1 and 4 first.
Then Victor makes the choice and performs either the Bell-state measure-
ment or the separable-state measurement on photons 2 and 3.
The experimental results should be the same. Note that if we analyze the
correlation between photons 1 and 4 independent of the results of photons 2
and 3, we will obtain a completely uncorrelated results. This is because either
the Bell-state measurement or the separable-state measurement performed on
photons 2 and 3 will consequently project photons 1 and 4 into a Bell state or
a separable state. If no measurement has been performed on photons 2 and
3 or the result of the measurement has been ignored, photons 1 and 4 will be
completely uncorrelated.
Here we follow this above-mentioned idea and demonstrate an entanglement-
swapping experiment in which the measurement on photons 2 and 3 is delayed
and the type of measurement that Victor performs is actively and indepen-
dently defined by a quantum random number generator (QRNG). The QRNG
provides a truly random sequence of Victor’s choices and an ideal delayed-choice
configuration. See Chapter 3 for the details of the QRNG.
The detailed setup of this experiment is shown in Figure 4.11. A high intensity
pulsed ultraviolet laser beam (UV) with a central wavelength of 404 nm, a pulse
duration of 180 fs, and a repetition rate of 80 MHz successively passes through
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Figure 4.11.: Experimental setup used for entanglement swapping with a
delayed-choice configuration. Photons 1 and 4 are directly subject to the po-
larization measurements performed by Alice and Bob (green blocks). Pho-
tons 2 and 3 are each delayed with 104 m single-mode fiber and then were
coherently overlapped on the bipartite-state analyzer (BiSA) (blue block). The
single-mode fiber coupler of photon 2 is mounted on a step motor and used to
scan the four-photon interference pattern. An active phase stabilization sys-
tem is employed in order to compensate the phase noise, which is composed
with an auxiliary power-stabilized diode laser counter-propagating through the
whole MZI, a photon detector (PD) monitoring the intensity fluctuation, and a
ring piezo-transducer controlled by an analogue proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) regulator. Two pairs of cross oriented BBO crystals (BBOs3 and BBOs4)
are placed in each arm of the MZI in order to compensate the unwanted bire-
fringence.
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two BBO crystals to generate two polarization-entangled photon pairs (photons
1&2 and photons 3&4) via non-collinear type-II spontaneous parametric down
conversion (SPDC) [KMW+95]. Photons 1 and 4 are spectrally filtered with
two interference filters (IF) of 3 nm FWHM bandwidth, and photons 2 and 3
are filtered with 1 nm IFs. All four photons are coupled into single-mode fibers.
Therefore, good spectrum and spatial mode overlapping is achieved. With the
pump power of 700 mW, the 2-fold count rate is directly measured and found
to be 20 kHz, and the 4-fold count rate is 5 Hz. There are two reasons for the
relative low count rates in our experiment. First, in order to avoid the higher
order emissions from SPDC to decrease the fidelities of states, we can’t increase
the pump power too much. Thus, in this experiment, we only use 700 mW,
half of the maximum power we have (1.5 W). The second reason is the loss of
various optical components and the duty cycle of the EOMs. We lose 79% of
the photons on each individual input of the bipartite-state analyzer (BiSA). The
probabilistic nature of the Bell-state projection with linear optics decreases the
success probability to 1/4. The random choices to either perform measurement
i or ii determined by the QRNG give an additional factor of 1/2 reduction.
The duty cycle of the EOMs is 60%. Combining all these losses, we are only
left with a fraction of (1− 0.79)2 ∗ 1/4 ∗ 1/2 ∗ 0.6 = 0.0033 of all generated four-
photon coincidence events being recorded. Therefore the detected four-fold rate
is about 0.0033 ∗ 5Hz = 0.016Hz.
In order to satisfy the delayed-choice condition, the lengths of the fibers guid-
ing each photon are chosen suitably. Photons 1 and 4 are sent to Alice and Bob
each with a 7 m fiber (35 ns), where their polarization states are measured. Pho-
tons 2 and 3 are each delayed with a 104 m fiber (520 ns) and sent to Victor,
who projects photons 2 and 3 either into an entangled state or a separable state
according to the choice determined by the QRNG. See Chapter 3 for the details
of the QRNG. One crucial component of our setup is the high-speed bipartite-
state analyzer (BiSA) used for photons 2 and 3, which is modified from the TBS
introduced in the last two sections and shown in blue box in Figure 4.11. Com-
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paring to the TBS we used previously we place two eighth-wave plates (EWP)
with their optical axes oriented parallel (in front of the EOM1) and orthogonal
(in front of the EOM2) to the axes of the Rubidium-Titanyl-Phosphate (RTP)
crystals, respectively. For EOM1 and EWP1, applying positive eighth-wave
voltage (+EV) makes the EOM1 act as an additional eighth-wave plate. Given
that the optical axis of EWP1 is oriented parallel to that of RTP crystals, the
overall effect is the one of a quarter-wave plate (QWP) at 45◦. On the con-
trary, applying negative eighth-wave voltage (-EV) makes EOM1 compensate
the action of EWP1, such that there is no overall effect. For EOM2 and EWP2,
because the optical axis of EWP2 is oriented orthogonal to that of RTP crystals,
the overall effect is the one of a QWP at −45◦ by applying -EV and identity by
applying +EV.
We realize a pi/2 phase change of the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (corre-
sponding to measurement i) by applying +EV to EOM1 and -EV to EOM2,
and no phase change (corresponding to measurement ii) when -EV is applied to
EOM1 and +EV to EOM2. We define the phase of the MZI to be zero when all
the photons that enter from input b exited into b”, which we also set to be the
phase locking point. The advantage of using the combination of EWP and EOM
is that this allows a continuous operation of the EOM without damaging the
crystals. This is because the application of DC voltage with long time duration
will induce the ion wandering effect and hence damage the crystals. By using
this bipolar operation mode, the mean fields in the crystals are on average zero.
Therefore, this configuration allows us to operate the EOMs with a high duty
cycle and a high repetition rate. (See Appendix for details.)
The choice-dependent bipartite-state measurement on photons 2 and 3 is
represented as:
Mˆc = c · Mˆi + (1− c) · Mˆii, (4.4)
where c (0 or 1) is the value of the random bit from the QRNG, Mˆi = |Φ−〉23〈Φ−|
is the operator for measurement i and Mˆii = |HH〉23〈HH| − |V V 〉23〈V V | for
measurement ii.
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When we perform measurement i, we can project photons 2 and 3 into either
|Φ−〉23 or |Φ+〉23. The state evolution in the BiSA can be seen as the following:
|Φ−〉23 BS1−−→
i
2
√
2
(|HH〉b′b′ + |V V 〉b′b′ + |HH〉c′c′ + |V V 〉c′c′)
EWPs and EOMs−−−−−−−−−−−−→
1
2
√
2
(|RR〉b′b′ + |LL〉b′b′ + |LL〉c′c′ + |RR〉c′c′)
BS2−−→
i√
2
(|HH〉b′′c′′ − |V V 〉b′′c′′) (4.5)
and
|Φ+〉23 BS1−−→
i
2
√
2
(|HH〉b′b′ − |V V 〉b′b′ + |HH〉c′c′ − |V V 〉c′c′)
EWPs and EOMs−−−−−−−−−−−−→
1
2
√
2
(|RR〉b′b′ − |LL〉b′b′ + |LL〉c′c′ − |RR〉c′c′)
BS2−−→
i√
2
(|HV 〉b′′b′′ − |HV 〉c′′c′′). (4.6)
So if we detect a coincidence count of different spatial modes and same polariza-
tion (either |HH〉b′′c′′ or |V V 〉b′′c′′), we project photons 2 and 3 into |Φ−〉23. If we
detect a coincidence count of the same spatial mode and different polarizations
(either |HV 〉b′′b′′ or |HV 〉c′′c′′), we project photons 2 and 3 into |Φ+〉23.
The time diagram of the relevant events is shown in Figure 4.12. We assign
that GI happened at 0 ns, as the origin of the diagram. GII happens 1.6 ns
later. At 35 ns, events A and B occur. Victor’s choice is made by the QRNG
in the time interval ranging from 49 ns to 348 ns (event CV ) and sent to the
BiSA. Due to the fibre delay of photons 2 and 3, at 520 ns Victor performs
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Choice lower bound: C
V
Polarization measurements
of photons 1 and 4: andA B
Photon pairs generation:
events andG
I
G
II
Bipartite-state projection
of photons 2 and 3: V
C
V
Time 12.5 ns / unit
Choice: upper boundC
V
0 ns
35 ns
49 ns
348 ns
520 ns
Figure 4.12.: Time diagram of the delayed-choice entanglement swapping.
Two polarization-entangled photon pairs (1&2 and 3&4) are generated from
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) sources I and II (events GI and GII). The
polarizations of photon 1 and photon 4 are measured by Alice (event A) and Bob
(event B) directly. The other two photons (photons 2 and 3) are delayed and
then sent to Victor. He can entangle photons 2 and 3 by projecting them into
a Bell state (event V ), thus also projecting photons 1 and 4 into a polarization-
entangled state. This is done 485 ns after Alice’s and Bob’s measurements.
Furthermore, Victor is even free to choose (event CV ) the type of measurement
to perform on photons 2 and 3. Instead of a Bell-state measurement, he can
also project photons 2 and 3 into a separable state. The choice between creating
entanglement or not is made by a quantum random number generator, and is
delayed at least 14 ns after the measurements. See text for details.
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the bipartite-state projection (event V ) according to the bit value of his choice.
Note that our definition of the choice event is very conservative. Because in
addition to the fixed amount of the delay in the electronics of the EOM driver
(45 ns), QRNG (75 ns) and connecting cables (20 ns), we also include 3 times
the QRNG autocorrelation time (32 ns) and the on-time of the EOMs (299 ns).
This on-time of the EOMs gives the time of CV a lower bound of 49 ns and
an upper bound of 348 ns. As shown in Figure 4.12, it is clear to see for each
run (a 4-fold coincidence count) that not only V happened 485 ns later than A
and B, but also CV happened 14 ns to 313 ns later than A and B even in this
conservative consideration. Therefore, in this configuration we unambiguously
satisfied the delayed-choice condition for entanglement swapping.
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Figure 4.13.: Results of the correlation functions for photons 1 and 4 in the
|L〉/|R〉 basis. A. The correlation functions depend on the relative delay of
photons 2 and 3 interfering on the BiSA when measurement i is performed. The
maximal correlation occurs for the optimal temporal overlap of photons 2 and 3.
Two correlations are obtained in the same measurement by sorting the detection
events corresponding to the two outcomes of the Bell-state measurement, red
circular dots for |Φ−〉23 and black square dots for |Φ+〉23. B. On the contrary, the
correlation functions for photons 1 and 4 in the |L〉/|R〉 basis does not depend
on the relative delay of photons 2 and 3, when measurement ii is performed.
In order to interfere photons 2 and 3 on the BiSA, we use the fiber polariza-
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tion controller to eliminate the polarization distinguishability and single-mode
fiber to eliminate the spatial mode distinguishability. In order to temporally
overlap photons 2 and 3 on the BiSA, we scan the delay between them with a
motorized translation stage mounted on the single-mode fiber coupler of photon
2. Figure 4.13 presents a characteristic set of results for the correlation func-
tions for photons 1 and 4 in the |L〉/|R〉 basis. They are calculated from the
coincidence counts of photons 1 and 4 conditional on projecting photons 2 and 3
into |Φ−〉23 (red circular dots) or |Φ+〉23 (black square dots) when measurement i
is performed, and to |HH〉23 or |V V 〉23 when measurement ii is performed. The
modulation of the correlation function in the |L〉/|R〉 basis for measurement i
stems from the two-photon interference effect and indicates that photons 1 and
4 are in an entangled state. While for measurement ii, there is no modulation,
which indicates photons 1 and 4 are in a separable state. In additional to the
|L〉/|R〉 basis, we have also measured the correlation functions in the |H〉/|V 〉
and the |+〉/|−〉 bases. The results are shown in Figure 4.14.
We quantify the quality of the output state via the fidelity defined as:
F (ρˆ, |out〉) = Tr(ρˆ|out〉〈out|). (4.7)
This is the overlap of the density matrix of the experimentally measured output
state ρˆ with the theoretically expected output state |out〉. An entanglement
witness is also employed to characterize whether entanglement exists between
the photons [GHB+02]. It is defined as:
Wˆ (|out〉) = 1
2
Iˆ − |out〉〈out|, (4.8)
where Iˆ is the identity operator. A negative expectation value of this entangle-
ment witness operator is a sufficient condition to show the presence of entan-
glement.
Figure 4.14A shows the results when Victor performs measurement i. The
correlation of photons 1 and 4 exists in all three bases with the values of 0.511±
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Figure 4.14.: Experimental results of the correlation functions of photons
1 and 4 in three mutually unbiased polarization bases, conditionally on coin-
cidence counts of different spatial modes and same polarization produced by
photons 2 and 3 in the |H〉/|V 〉 basis. A. When Victor performs measurement
i, entanglement is swapped to photons 1 and 4 (|Φ−〉14). The values of the corre-
lation functions of photons 1 and 4 in the |H〉/|V 〉, the |L〉/|R〉 and the |+〉/|−〉
bases are 0.511 ± 0.089, 0.603 ± 0.071, −0.611 ± 0.074, respectively. B. When
Victor performs measurement ii, entanglement is not swapped. The values of
the correlation functions of photons 1 and 4 in the |H〉/|V 〉, the |L〉/|R〉 and the
|+〉/|−〉 bases are 0.632± 0.059, 0.01± 0.072 and −0.045± 0.070, respectively.
0.089 (|H〉/|V 〉 basis), 0.603±0.071 (|L〉/|R〉 basis) and −0.611±0.074 (|+〉/|−〉
basis). The state fidelity F (|Φ−14〉i) is 0.681 ± 0.034 and the expectation value
of the entanglement witness Tr(Wˆ (|Φ−14〉i)ρˆ) is −0.181 ± 0.034. This negative
value confirms entanglement between photons 1 and 4 by more than 5 standard
deviations. The imperfections of the results stem from the following reasons:
Firstly, the limited state fidelities are mainly due to the higher order emissions
from SPDC, although we have deliberately decreased the UV pump power. We
have also developed a numeric model to calculate the expected results. This
model is based on the interaction Hamiltonian of SPDC. Given an interaction
strength (or squeezing parameter) of the pump and nonlinear crystal, which
can be measured experimentally, one can expand the Hamiltonian into a Taylor
series. From this expansion, we can estimate the noise from the higher order
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Photon pairs
Measurement i Measurement ii
Fidelities Witness Fidelities Witness
Photons 2 and 3 0.645± 0.031 −0.145± 0.031 0.379± 0.026 0.120± 0.026
Photons 1 and 4 0.681± 0.034 −0.181± 0.034 0.421± 0.029 0.078± 0.029
Photons 1 and 2 0.301± 0.039 0.199± 0.039 0.908± 0.016 −0.408± 0.016
Photons 3 and 4 0.274± 0.039 0.226± 0.039 0.864± 0.019 −0.346± 0.019
Table 4.1.: Results of the state fidelities and the expectation values of the
entanglement witness operator for different pairs of photons with delayed-choice
condition. When measurement i is performed, photons 2&3 and 1&4 are in the
entangled states |Φ−〉23 and |Φ−〉14, i.e. the entanglement is swapped. When
measurement ii is performed, photons 1&2 and 3&4 remain in the entangled
states |Ψ−〉12 and |Ψ−〉34, i.e. the entanglement is not swapped.
emission. We utilize the quantum optics toolbox in Matlab [Tan99] which is
based on a matrix representation of quantum states with up to three photons
per mode. With this model, it is straightforward to reproduce the count rates
and visibilities of our system. In the model the detection efficiency is determined
by the specifications of the single-photon detectors and coupling efficiency is
measured and derived from the ratio of the 2-fold coincidence counts and single
counts. From this calculation, the expected correlation function of photons
1 and 4 is about 0.674. Secondly, the state fidelities are reduced due to the
group velocity mismatch of pump photons and the down converted photons in
the type-II phase matching of BBO crystal [MLS+08]. A rigorous model for
calculating that can be found in [JUAZ09, Kal08]. The expected correlation
function of photons 1 and 4 decreases by 0.964. At last, we are also limited by
experimental imperfections. For instance, the degradation due to the limited
performance of the BiSA, which is limited by the visibility of the MZI (0.95)
and the switching fidelity (0.99), is about 0.94. The polarization alignment in
the fibers, which quantifies the transmission fidelity of the photon in the fibers,
is about 0.99. The overall expected correlation function of photons 1 and 4
is the product of all above listed values and equals to 0.605, which is in good
agreement with our measured value.
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When Victor performed measurement ii, the correlation only exists in the
|H〉/|V 〉 basis (0.632 ± 0.059) and vanishes in the |L〉/|R〉 (0.01 ± 0.072) and
the |+〉/|−〉 (−0.045 ± 0.070) bases, as shown in Figure 4.14B. This is a clear
signature that photons 1 and 4 are not entangled but in a separable state.
The state fidelity F (|Φ−14〉ii) is 0.421 ± 0.029 and the expectation value of the
entanglement witness Tr(Wˆ (|Φ−14〉ii)ρˆ) is 0.078± 0.029 which is consistent with
a separable state. Similar choice dependent results are obtained for photons 2
and 3, as summarized in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.15.: Experimental results of the correlation functions of photons 1
and 2 in three mutually unbiased polarization bases. A. When Victor performs
measurement i, photons 1 and 2 are not entangled. The values of the correlation
functions of photons 1 and 2 in the |H〉/|V 〉, the |L〉/|R〉 and the |+〉/|−〉 bases
are 0.026± 0.094, 0.046± 0.088 and 0.133± 0.09 respectively. B. When Victor
performs measurement ii, entanglement is not swapped. The values of the
correlation functions of photons 1 and 2 in the |H〉/|V 〉, the |L〉/|R〉 and the
|+〉/|−〉 bases are −0.832±0.041, −0.888±0.033 and −0.91±0.036 respectively.
As we stated above, when Victor performs measurement ii, entanglement
remains between photons 1 & 2 (and photons 3 & 4) and vanishes when Victor
performs measurement i. Figure 4.14 gives the correlation functions of photons
1 and 2. When measurement i is performed, we obtain the correlation functions
of photons 1 and 2 in the |H〉/|V 〉, the |L〉/|R〉 and the |+〉/|−〉 bases with the
values of 0.026± 0.094, 0.046± 0.088 and 0.133± 0.09. On the contrary, when
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measurement ii is performed, we obtain the correlation functions of photons 1
and 2 in the |H〉/|V 〉, the |L〉/|R〉 and the |+〉/|−〉 bases with the values of
−0.832± 0.041, −0.888± 0.033 and −0.91± 0.036. Therefore, the state fidelity
F (|Ψ−12〉ii) (F (|Ψ−34〉ii)) of photons 1 & 2 is 0.908±0.016 when measurement ii is
performed, and 0.301±0.039 when measurement i is performed. Similar results
are obtained for photons 3 and 4, as summarized in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.16.: Experimental results of the correlation functions of photons
1 and 4 in three mutually unbiased polarization bases, conditionally on coin-
cidence counts of same spatial mode and different polarizations produced by
photons 2 and 3 in the |H〉/|V 〉 basis. A. When Victor performs measure-
ment i, photons 1 and 4 are entangled. The values of the correlation functions
of photons 1 and 4 in the |H〉/|V 〉, the |L〉/|R〉 and the |+〉/|−〉 bases are
0.589 ± 0.078, −0.561 ± 0.078 and 0.59 ± 0.072, respectively. B. When Vic-
tor performs measurement ii, entanglement is not swapped. The values of the
correlation functions of photons 1 and 4 in the |H〉/|V 〉, the |L〉/|R〉 and the
|+〉/|−〉 bases are −0.049± 0.128, −0.13± 0.119 and 0.091± 0.12, respectively.
Moreover, when Victor performs measurement i, he is also able to project
photons 2 and 3 into |Φ+23〉 with the BiSA, see Equation (4.3). As shown in
Equation(1.36), then photons 1 and 4 are in the state of |Φ+23〉 as well.
Figure 4.16 presents the correlation functions of photons 1 and 4 (|Φ+〉14).
When measurement i is performed, we obtain the correlation functions in the
|H〉/|V 〉, the |L〉/|R〉 and the |+〉/|−〉 bases with the values of 0.589 ± 0.078,
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−0.561± 0.078 and 0.59± 0.072, respectively. On the contrary, when measure-
ment ii is performed, we obtain the correlation functions in the |H〉/|V 〉, the
|L〉/|R〉 and the |+〉/|−〉 bases with the values of −0.049±0.128, −0.13±0.119
and 0.091±0.12, respectively. When we perform measurement i, a state fidelity
F (|Φ+14〉i) of 0.685±0.033 is obtained and the expectation value of entanglement
witness Tr(Wˆ (|Φ+14〉ii)ρˆ) is −0.185 ± 0.033. Therefore entanglement between
photons 1 and 4 is confirmed.
According to Peres, “[t]he point is that it is meaningless to assert that two
particles are entangled without specifying in which state they are entangled, just
as it is meaningless to assert that a quantum system is in a pure state without
specifying that state.” For our experiment, this means when Victor performs
measurement i, we are able to assert that photons 1 and 4 are entangled only
by specifying whether they are entangled in the state |Φ−14〉 or |Φ+14〉. Otherwise,
photons 1 and 4 are in a completely separable state. This is confirmed by
averaging the correlation functions of |Φ−14〉 and |Φ+14〉 in each basis. Then there
exists correlation only in the |H〉/|V 〉 basis (0.55) and no correlations in the
|+〉/|−〉 (0.021) and the |L〉/|R〉 (0.01) bases, similar to the situation when
Victor performs measurement ii (no entanglement swapping).
With our realization of the delayed-choice entanglement-swapping gedanken-
experiment, we significantly extend Wheeler’s proposal from the wave-particle
duality of a single particle to the entanglement of two particles. In our experi-
ment, the measurements of Alice and Bob are the prime events. But in order to
interpret the results of these events, it is necessary to obtain more information.
This information depends on the later choice and performance of measurements
on other particles. This leads to an allegedly paradoxical situation, in which
the interpretation of already recorded data depends on future actions.
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5.1. Conclusion
In the first part of the experimental work of this thesis, we demonstrated hybrid
entanglement of photon pairs with two different degrees of freedom, namely the
path of one photon and the polarization of the other. The correlations between
these two degrees of freedom gave an S -parameter of S = 2.653 ± 0.027 in a
CHSH inequality and thus violated the bound set by local realism by more than
24 standard deviations.
We then used this hybrid entanglement to realize a nonlocal quantum eraser
with spatial separations of 77 m (Vienna) and 144 km (Canaries). The latter
case represented the largest spatial and temporal separation in all quantum era-
sure experiments. The decision to erase or not erase the which-path information
of one photon was decided by relativistically space-like separated measurements
on the distant twin. Our observations showed that, in agreement with quantum
physics, the complementarity principle in a quantum eraser experiment is inde-
pendent of the spatio-temporal arrangement of the choice and measurements.
In the second part of this thesis we have designed, implemented and char-
acterized a high-speed tunable beam splitter. It was controlled by a quantum
random number generator (QRNG), and used in a Hong-Ou-Mandel interfer-
ometer made from two 104 m long optical fibers. These allowed an experimental
realization of two-photon interference under Einstein locality conditions.
Finally, we significantly extended Wheeler’s proposal from the wave-particle
duality of a single particle to the entanglement of two particles with our realiza-
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tion of the delayed-choice entanglement-swapping gedankenexperiment. In this
experiment, two photons were first measured, and 485 ns thereafter entangle-
ment between them was created via entanglement swapping with a high-speed
bipartite state analyzer. The choice of creating entanglement or not was made
by a QRNG, and was delayed at least 14 ns after the measurements. The ob-
served correlations, as characterized by an entanglement witness, show that the
quantum predictions are fully confirmed, and therefore the temporal ordering
of the choice and the measurement events in this experiment is irrelevant.
5.2. Outlook
The work presented in this thesis demonstrates the realization of three gedanken-
experiments and includes the answers to fundamental questions of quantum
physics. I will summarize the near term outlook for future experiments in this
section, including entanglement swapping under strict Einstein locality condi-
tions, long distance quantum state teleportation and probabilistic instantaneous
quantum computation.
Entanglement swapping under strict Einstein locality conditions
As an extension of delayed-choice entanglement swapping, one could even im-
pose Einstein locality conditions for an improved demonstration of delayed-
choice entanglement swapping, where the polarization measurements of photons
1 and 2 are space-like separated from the choice and the bipartite state mea-
surements of photons 3 and 4. This will exclude any causal influence between
the measurements of photons 1 and 2, and the choice and the bipartite state
measurements of photons 3 and 4.
On-demand single-photon generation via multiplexing with active
feed-forward
An on-demand single-photon source is a fundamental building block in quantum
information processing using photonic qubits, such as quantum communication
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and linear optical quantum computing [KMN+07]. Schemes for creating on-
demand single photons via multiplexing several heralded photons probabilisti-
cally generated from pulsed spontaneous parametric down conversions (SPDC)
have been proposed in [MBC02, SW07]. By utilizing photon-pair sources, an
active feed-forward technique and ultrafast single-photon routers, one can en-
hance the single-photon rate while the quality of the single photon is maintained.
The quality of this single photon can then be confirmed by correlation measure-
ments. By using the high-speed tunable beam splitter and four-photon source
developed for the entanglement-swapping experiment, we can build a 4-SPDC
multiplexed system and demonstrate the principle of single-photon multiplex-
ing. Since the photons will be generated by the SPDC process pumped with
a femtosecond pulsed laser which has been successfully used in multi-photon
experiments in the past, a single-photon source based on our scheme will be
suitable for high quality multi-photon interferences.
Long distance quantum state teleportation
Quantum state teleportation is of great fundamental interest and is a critical
ingredient for modern quantum information processing networks. Over the last
decade, several experiments were carried out [BPM+97, BBDM+98, MdRT+03,
UJA+04, BCS+04, RHR+04, OMM+09, SKO+06, CCY+08]. In the near future
it is planned to perform an experiment extending the distance of teleportation to
about 144 km from La Palma island to Tenerife island. The quantum channel
between Alice and Bob will be realized with the free-space link presented in
Chapter 3.
The challenges of this long distance quantum state teleportation are: (1)
count rate; (2) visibility. We need high count rate due to the high attenuation
of the 144 km free-space link. The attenuation of the link is about 30 dB in
good weather conditions.
Due to the Poisson statistics of pair generation probabilities of pulsed spon-
taneous parametric down conversion, there is a tradeoff between the pair’s gen-
eration rate and quality. To surmount this problem, one needs to improve the
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link efficiency and optimize the source. To improve the link efficiency, one can
employ a tip-tilt adaptive optical system to reduce the beam wandering due
to the turbulent atmosphere. To optimize the source of the photon pairs, one
needs to increase the coupling efficiencies with better mode matching between
the pump laser and the single-mode fibers used to collect the single photons.
Probabilistic instantaneous quantum computation
Instantaneous quantum computing is an interesting application where quantum
state teleportation and entanglement swapping imply a gain in time over a clas-
sical procedure [BPS+03, Jen02]. This can be realized by sending one photon
of a Bell state into the input of a quantum computer and perform quantum
computation with it. Since this photon is a part of a Bell state, its individual
property is not well defined. Therefore, the output of the quantum computa-
tion will not be defined. However, as soon as the required input is known, it
can be teleported onto the state of the photon which was fed into the quantum
computer. If the Bell-state measurement (BSM) gives the result of a singlet
which requires no unitary transformation, then immediately the output of the
quantum computer will be projected into the correct result, and hence the com-
putation is performed instantaneously. Note that this instantaneous quantum
computation is intrinsically probabilistic because we can only obtain a singlet
after the BSM with 0.25 probability, as explained in Section 1.3.2.
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A.1. Spontaneous parametric down conversion
Spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) is commonly used to generate
entangled photons in which the χ(2) optical nonlinearity of a birefringent crystal
is used. In the photon picture, SPDC can be viewed as a decay of a pump
photon into two photons: signal photon and idler photon. SPDC photons can
only be emitted if the so-called phase matching conditions are fulfilled. In this
conversion process, energy and momentum are conserved. Energy conservation
requires that
hνpump = hνs + hνi, (A.1)
where νpump, νs and νi are the frequencies of the pump, signal and idler photons,
respectively. And momentum conservation requires that
h¯~kpump ' h¯~ks + h¯~ki, (A.2)
where ~kpump, ~ks and ~ki are the wave numbers of the pump, signal and idler
photons, respectively, and |~k| = n2piλ (the vacuum wavelength λ and the refractive
index n of the media). Given a well defined pump, these two conditions govern
the wavelengths and the directions of emission of the down converted photons.
Due to energy and momentum conservation the down converted photons are
strongly correlated in these two degrees of freedom: frequency and direction.
Note Equation A.2 would only be exact if the crystal is infinitely thick.
In a birefringent crystal, the refractive indices of the extraordinary and or-
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Negative uniaxial crystal: no > ne
Refractive Index for λ = 0.404 µm no = 1.691935, ne = 1.630319
Refractive Index for λ = 0.808 µm no = 1.660043, ne = 1.603531
Point group: 3m
Transparency range: 0.189 - 3.5 µm
Table A.1.: Some optical properties of BBO [DGN90] crystal.
dinary polarization mode are different and given by the Sellmeier equations.
When a birefringent crystal is pumped by an extraordinarily polarized beam,
there are two different types phase matching of SPDC. Type I: The signal and
idler photons have the same polarization and are ordinarily polarized. Type
II: Signal and idler photons are orthogonally polarized, i.e. one ordinarily (o-
photon), the other extraordinarily (e-photon). The experiments described in
this work are based on type-II SPDC.
A.1.1. Generation of entangled photon pairs with type-II
SPDC in BBO
We used β-Barium-Borate (β-BaB2O4, BBO) crystals to generate entangled
photon pairs. We chose the wavelength of the pump and down converted photon
to be 404 nm and 808 nm. Some of the optical properties of BBO crystal are
shown in Table A.1.
θ and φ are the coordinate angles shown in Figure A.1. θ is the phase matching
angle and determines the geometry of the down converted photons. φ is the
angle determining the efficiency of SPDC.
The crystals we used are cut to θ = 42.7◦ and φ = 30◦. With these angles,
the emission of the down converted photon with the degenerate wavelengths, is
non-collinear, as shown in Figure A.2A. G. Weihs [Wei99] developed a Matlab
program, based on the phase matching condition, the crystal parameters and
conservations of energy, to determine the geometry of the emerging light of
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X
K (Light)
Y
Z (optic Axis)
Principal Plane


Figure A.1.: Polar coordinates for describing BBO crystal. ~K is the pump
propagation direction, Z is the optic axis, and θ and φ are the coordinate angles.
The principal plane is defined by the optical axis and the wave vector ~K. Light
with polarization normal to the principal plane is called the ordinary beam, and
light with polarization parallel to the plane is called extraordinary beam.
extraordinary
(vertical)
ordinary
(horizontal)
BBO-crystal
UV-
pump
B
extraordinary
(vertical)
ordinary
(horizontal)
BBO-crystal
UV-
pump
A
Figure A.2.: A schematic overview of type-II SPDC for the non-collinear
(A) and collinear cases (B). In the non-collinear case, a pair of polarization-
entangled photons are generated. In the collinear case, a pair of polarization
separable photons are generated. (The figures are taken and adapted from
[Wei99].)
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Figure A.3.: The calculation’s results of type-II SPDC for the non-collinear
(A) and collinear cases (B). In the non-collinear case, a pair of polarization-
entangled photons emit symmetrically at 3◦ with respect to the pump. In the
collinear case, a photon pair emits along the pump direction.
a specific angle θ. The emission angles of the down converted photons are
calculated with this program. If θ = 42.7◦, the down converted photons are
emitted symmetrically at 3◦ with respect to the pump, as shown in Figure A.2A.
The results of the calculation are shown in Figure A.3A. One can adjust θ and
control the emission directions of the down converted photons. If θ = 41.96◦, a
collinear configuration can be realized, as schematically shown in Figure A.2B.
The calculation result is shown in Figure A.3B.
In order to obtain high quality entangled photon pairs from the non-collinear
configuration, it is necessary to erase timing information about the photons
stemming from the walk-off effect. Because of the birefringent properties of
BBO, the e-photon and the o-photon travel with different speeds. Therefore
this time information is correlated with the polarization of the photon in the
same spatial mode and provides distinguishability. One uses a combination of a
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half-wave plate (HWP) and compensation BBO crystals (Comp BBO) in each
arm to erase this information. The polarization of the down converted photon
is rotated by 90◦ via the HWP oriented along 45◦, such that the e-photon and
o-photon are exchanged. The Comp BBO is oriented the same as the down
conversion crystal, but is half the thickness of the down conversion crystal.
This reverses the walk-off effects by half, which consequently erases the time
information and reduces the effect of the transverse walk-off as well. A detailed
description of this compensation scheme is given in Ref. [KMW+95, Mat97].
A.1.2. The state produced via SPDC
The ideal polarization-entangled state produced by down conversion has the
form
|Ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|H1V2〉 − eiϕ|V1H2〉), (A.3)
where ϕ is the phase. By adjusting this phase ϕ, we can change the state |Ψ〉
between |Ψ−〉 or |Ψ+〉. Experimentally, this can be realized by tilting one of the
compensation BBOs.
A.2. Electro-optical modulator
Electro-optical modulators (EOM) vary the phase of transmitted light by the
application of a transverse or longitudinal electric field (with respect to the
propagation direction) which induces a modification of the refractive index of a
crystal. If this modification depends linearly on the applied electric field, it is
called Pockels effect, discovered by Friedrich Pockels in 1893. Hence, an EOM
of this kind is called Pockels cell.
In the Taylor series expansion, the refractive index can be written as [ST91]
n(E) = n(0) +
dn
dE
E + ... (A.4)
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Here we only consider the first two orders of expansion, which describe the
Pockels effect. It is convenient to rewrite this equation in terms of r = − 2n3 dndE
which is known as the electro-optic coefficient. So the refractive index can be
rewritten as:
n(E) = n(0)− 1
2
rn3E − ... (A.5)
Pockels cells as tunable wave plates
Let’s assume that light propagates along the z-axis through the crystal of a
Pockels cell. If an electric field is applied to the crystal, the refractive index of
it in the x-axis and the y-axis changes to [ST91]:
nx(E) = nx(0)− 1
2
rxn
3
xE (A.6)
ny(E) = ny(0)− 1
2
ryn
3
yE (A.7)
If we decompose the polarization of the incoming light into the bases along the
x-axis and the y-axis, these two polarization modes travel with different speeds.
After a distance L (length of the crystal) the phase difference between the two
modes becomes
Φ =
2pi
λ
(nx(E)− ny(E))L = 2pi
λ
(nx(0)− ny(0))L− pi
λ
(rxn
3
x − ryn3y)LE. (A.8)
If the voltage V applied between the surfaces of the crystal is separated by the
distance d, then E = Vd and we can rewrite equation A.8 as [ST91]
Φ = Φ0 − pi V
Vpi
, (A.9)
where
Vpi =
d
L
λ
rxn3x − ryn3y
(A.10)
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and
Φ0 =
2pi
λ
(nx(0)− ny(0))L (A.11)
denote the half-wave voltage and the static phase shift (voltage independent).
At voltage Vpi the phase difference between the ordinary and extraordinary beam
is pi and therefore the Pockels Cell acts as a half-wave plate. Since Φ scales
linearly with the applied voltage, one can obtain an arbitrary phase difference
by adjusting the voltage. Hence Pockels cells can be used as a tunable wave
plates.
As in the case of normal wave plates, if the polarization of the input light is
parallel (or orthogonal) to the optics axis of the crystal in the Pockels cell, the
polarization will remain unchanged but a phase shift will be introduced. If the
polarization of the input light is not parallel (or orthogonal) to the optics axis
of the crystal, the polarization will be rotated.
Specifications of the Pockels cells
fast axis
fast axisslow axis
slow axis
crystal 2crystal 1
propagation direction
of the beam
_
+
_
+
x z
y
Figure A.4.: A schematic diagram of the Pockels Cells. The voltage on the
first crystal has opposite polarity to the second one. The optical axes of the two
crystals are complementary to each other. This figure is adapted from [Zot09].
The crystals we used are manufactured by the company Leysop LTD and
are made of Rubidium-Titanyl-Phosphate (RTP) crystal. Every Pockels cell
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consists of two RTP crystals mounted in series, as shown in Figure A.4. The
light propagates along the z-axis and the voltage is applied along the y-axis.
The optical axes of the crystals are oriented along 45◦. The voltage on the first
crystal has opposite polarity to the second one. Therefore the fast and slow
axes of the two crystals are complementary to each other, i.e. the fast axis of
crystal 1 is parallel to the slow axis of crystal 2 and the slow axis of crystal 1 is
parallel to the fast axis of crystal 2. This arrangement has the advantage that
both crystals are electronically switched on together, thus the required voltage
is decreased to half compared to the case of single crystal.
The product specifications are given in table A.2.
Model RTP-4-20
Aperture crystal dimensions 4mm
Total crystal length (2crystals) 20mm
Approximate half-wave voltage (1064nm) 1.3kV
Typical dynamic extinction ratio (1064nm) > 200 : 1
Typical capacitance 6pF
Peak damage threshold (1064nm, 1ns pulse) > 1GWcm−2
Insertion loss < 2%
Physical dimensions (mm) 35x55
Table A.2.: The RTP crystal specifications.
Optical alignment of the Pockels Cells
In order to achieve the specified extinction ratio (> 200 : 1), one needs to: (1)
align the Rubidium-Titanyl-Phosphate (RTP) crystals to be perpendicular to
the incoming light; (2) ensure the optics axes of the RTP crystals are orientated
along the desired direction (45◦ in our case). This could be done by observing
isogyre patterns [Kal03], which is a signature of good alignment of the crystals,
as shown in Figure A.5. The isogyre pattern can be obtained via the divergent
light propagating through a birefringent crystal which is placed between two
crossed polarizers.
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Figure A.5.: An isogyre pattern for a uniaxial calcite crystal which is optimally
aligned. In this case the input beam is parallel to the optical axis. Figure taken
from http://www.uwgb.edu/dutchs/petrolgy/intfig1.html.
The origin of isogyre patterns is as follows. The polarization of the light
traveling into the crystal, parallel to the optical axis of the crystal, will remain
unchanged. And since the crystal is placed between two crossed polarizers no
light will be transmitted through the second polarizer. However, the polariza-
tion of the light traveling not in parallel to the optical axis of the crystal will
be changed by the crystal. This change is rotationally symmetric around the
optical axis. Thus in a situation where all directions are equally probable, as
for the diverging light, this will lead to a isogyre pattern.
Polarizer 1 Polarizer 2
Sticky tape RTP Screen
Light
Figure A.6.: Setup for adjusting the crystal orientation in the Pockels cells
with isogyre patterns. Two polarizers are aligned orthogonal to each other. The
sticky tape scatters the beam such that it diverges on its way through the Pockels
cells. The interference pattern is recorded with a screen.
The scheme of this alignment setup is shown in Figure A.6. Polarizer 1 and
2 are set along +45◦ and −45◦. The transparent sticky tape scatters the light
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and makes it diverge. One could also use a lens with a short focal length for
this purpose. Then the diverging light travels through RTP crystals. Finally
the light can be obtained on a screen. One can rotate and tilt the crystal until
the desired isogyre pattern is shown. This indicates that the polarization of the
incident light is parallel to the optical axis.
After this alignment with the isogyre pattern, one should optimize the Pockels
cell with a heralded single-photon source. In this optimization procedure, after
detection of one single photon, the Pockels cell should be switched on in order
to modify the polarization of its twin [BPJ+07]. Normally, one can achieve
> 150 : 1 extinction ratio after a few iterations.
Figure A.7.: A Pockels Cell mounted inside a driver box. The crystal can be
tilted with four adjustment screws. The figure is adapted from [Zot09].
In Figure A.7, we show a Pockels cell mounted inside a driver box.
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Operation of the Pockels Cell driver
The electronics system used to drive the Pockels cell is manufactured by the
company Bergmann Messgera¨te and consists of a high voltage supply, a pulse
generator (splitter box) and a driver box. The driver box is a double-push-pull
switch with a maximal repetition rate of 5 MHz. This double-push-pull-switch
drivers offer the advantage over single push-pull switch drivers that there is no
recharge time restriction on the “on and off” states since each circuit only has
to switch once in order to get an effective on-off cycle [BPJ+07], as explained
in Section 4.1 of the main text. A splitter box (pulse generator) produces the
pulse sequence for the double-push-pull switches driver from a trigger signal.
The splitter box (see figure A.8) uses a TTL signal as input and generates
four output pulses (A-On, B-On, A-Off, B-Off ) operating in a double push pull
switch scheme.
Figure A.8.: A picture of the splitter box. The input signal is used to generate
four output pulses (A-On, B-On, A-Off, B-Off). The four output connectors
on the left side control the Pockels cell. The on-time of the Pockels cell can be
adjusted by several switches inside the “splitter box”. The figure is adapted from
[Zot09].
These four TTL signals and the high voltage supply are plugged into the
driver box. The on-time of the Pockels Cell can be set inside the splitter box
(see figure A.8). The rise time of our Pockels Cells was measured by observing
the switching on an oscilloscope. We used the 10% and 90% levels of the rising
and falling edges of the signal to calculate the rise and fall time and they are
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about 5.6 ns and 5.8 ns respectively for a pi phase shift.
Positive Unipolar mode
A
Time
Pockels Cell
(A-B)
+HV
Switch B
Switch A
off
on
0
Voltage
off
on
Bipolar mode
B
-HV
Time
Pockels Cell
(A-B)
+HV
Switch B
Switch A
off
on
0
Voltage
off
on
Figure A.9.: Different operation modes of the Pockels Cells. Positive unipo-
lar mode is shown in A and has been used in the experiments of the non-local
quantum eraser in Vienna and two-photon interference under Einstein local-
ity conditions. A-on and B-on signals switch on, with a positive high voltage
(+HV), and off the Pockels cell. So do B-off and A-off signals. Bipolar mode
is shown in B and has been used in the non-local quantum eraser in the Canary
Islands and the delayed-choice entanglement-swapping experiments. A-on and
B-on signals switch on, with a positive high voltage (+HV), and off the Pock-
els cell. A-off and B-off signals switch on, with a negative high voltage (-HV),
and off the Pockels cell. (The figure is taken from Fast Splitter Manual BME
FSP01, Bergmann Messgeraete, http://www.bme-bergmann.de)
The different operation modes of the push pull switch can be seen in Fig-
ure A.9. The positive unipolar mode is shown in A and has been used in the
experiments of the non-local quantum eraser in Vienna and two-photon interfer-
ence under Einstein locality conditions. A-on and B-on signals switch on, with
a positive high voltage (+HV), and off the Pockels cell. So do B-off and A-off
signals. The bipolar mode is shown in B and has been used in the non-local
quantum eraser in the Canary Islands and the delayed-choice entanglement-
swapping experiments. In this mode, A-on and B-on signals switch on, with a
positive high voltage (+HV), and off the Pockels cell. Different from the posi-
tive unipolar mode, in this bipolar mode, A-off and B-off signals switch on, with
a negative high voltage (-HV), and off the Pockels cell.
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